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Black wins in Local, Regional, National marks record high
DE1.' uis
Calif.











EDITOR'S NOTE: Though to some
Blacks the past election was very dis-
appointing, because of Senator Alhert
Gore's and John J. Hooker's defeat, a
national regional and locale overview
shows that Blacks still have much to say
in City, State and national government.
Following is an analysis of the past
election from the national regional and
locale aspects.)
A total of 94.440 registered black
voters in Memphis. an increase of ap-
proximately 4,440 since the August pri-
mary. cast their votes in the Nov. 3
election for the candidate of their
choice.
The records show that 62.500 Blacks
voted in the Gubernatorial contest, rep-
resenting 66r,, of the total of those reg-
istered to vote.
Dr. Winfield Dunn newly elected Re-
publican Governor received one percent
of the Black votes (900 votes).
Although Dr. Dunn did not solicit
the black votes, but rather the votes he
thought could help him defeat John Jay
Hoker, he has pledged an administra-
tion designed to break the black com-
munity away from "polarization"
around the Democratic label.
The Republican winner stated after
defeating Mr. Hooker, "I expect black
people to play a significant tole in my
administration . . . not to contribute just
to black people' but to the welfare of the
state of Tennessee."
Some of the key black figures in the
WINNFIELD DUNN FOR GOVERNOR
CAMPAIGN see this as "the dawning of
a new day in Tennessee."
Harrold C. Moore, Real Estate Deve-
loper believes that Mr. Dunn will do
more for the black community simply
because he wants to and because he is
a man who is fair and honest.
Mr. Moore former non-partisan and
now Republican state, "He needs to he
given a chance to prove himself. I am
concerned about individuals rather than
parties which can be evidenced by the
mere fact I supported Dunn and Gore."
Continuing Mr. Moore said. "I real-
ly feel that Dunn is going to be a plea-
sant surprise to many blacks. He has
definite ideas about milting inroads in-
to the black community."
Harrold Whalum. Mid-South Medical
Center Council, is equally as optimistic
as Mr. Moore.
"Knowing him as I did prior to the
campaign, he (Dunn) is going to be as
fair as any white person is going to be.
Black people will not suffer under him
as they would not suffer under anyone
who is fair-minded. They will gain as
much under him as they would have
under Mr. Hooker," says Mr. Whalum.
See Page 13
Miss Dorothy. Co x, MISS
BLACK MEMPHIS OF 1970
will head the recruiting cam-
paign of next year's pageant.
Her job will be to recruit and
screen the 1971 applicants.
Bernard Roberson and Oliver
Ingram heads of Collegiate As-
sociates,. anticipate this pa-
geant to be the largest in its
"The South's Independent Weekly"
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history. In addition to profit
made from the door. each con-
testant will be sponsored by a
business or social organization.
All proceeds will go to "We
The People," a non-profitable
organization. The affair will be
given Jan. 30, 1971. Applica-
tions are available in the Tri-
State Defender.
Annual 'Bowl of Blues'
readied for stadium
A "Bowl of blues" will be served up
appropriately on a Saturday night, Nov-
ember 28th at Crump Stadium.
The occasion will be the 32nd annual
Beale Street Elks Blues Bowl football
game featuring outstanding local high
shcool football teams.
This year's edition of the Blues Bowl
will follow in the tradition set over the
years. There will be a full flowering of
pre-game a n d halftime ceremonies.
There have been games during which the
pre-game and half time ceremonies were
so lavish and colorful until many real
grid buffs would ask, "What about the
football game?" The newspaper stories
reflected the Blues Bowl emphasis on
color and showmanship.
But the football flavor has survived.
It has done so despite the fact that
W. C. Handy, Father of the Blues made
an annual trip to Memphis for 17 years
to be the guest of honor for the grid
festival.
This year's game will pit the Lester
High School team against the Southside
aggregation. The Lester and Southside
bands will provide the pre-game show.
The Lane College "Dragons" Marching
Band will be featured in the half-time
ceremonies. The Dragon Band enjoys
national fame. It has been featured in
half-time ceremonies for such profes-
sional teams as the Minnesota Vikings
and the Greenbay Packers. The Band
was booked to be featured in the mam-
moth annual Parade sponsored for
Thanksgiving in Detroit. Michigan.
A "Miss Blues Bowl" will be crowned
See Page 13










City poor, blacks hit
new WOK format
The War on Poverty Com mitee
(WOPC) is in the process of being chang-
ed to Community Action Progra m:
Washington Butler former director of
WOPC has officially been removed;
and scores of staff members of the now
defunct organization are without jobs.
A four-member committee composed
of representatives from the County Court.
the City Council, the War-on-P overty
Committee and delegate agencies has
suggested a restructuring plan.
The plans were presented at . .j..nt
hearing of the WOPC with City Council
and Quarterly Court at the Municipal
""1 '0'- urn on Nov. 5
The Poor People's Coalition, a fac-
tion opposed to the restructuring an-
nounced following the meeting that it
would later reveal its plans if City Coun-
cil and the Quarterly Court did not rule
in its favor on the proposals.
The Coalition's efforts were defeat-
ed.
Squire Jesse H. Turner said that he
felt the public hearing of Novembtr 5
"would provide us with an opportim ;
(1) to hear specific objections to the
proposed restructure plan and (2) to
receive alternate proposals.
"Regretfully, much of the time at
the public hearing was consumed by a
number of witnesses attacking, person-
ally, Rev. James Lawson, Rev. J. C.
Miller, Father Jim Lyke, black members
of the local governing bodies and black
clergy in general because they have not
always agreed with the protestors," add-
ed Mr. Turner.
Mr. Turner says that he has not al-
ways agreed with the above named or
he individual Negro members of the t.'ity
Council.
He stated "However, these men have
provided invaluable service to our com-
munity, attempting to solve difficult
problems."
Many community leaders and citizens
in the Black Community sensed a bitter
battle on the WOPC -Crisis as a fight to
retain Washington Butler on one hand
and an effort on the part of city govern-
ment to remove him, on the other hand.
However, there are those w h o feel
the need for improving the Poverty pro-
ram in Memphis.
Mrs. Maxine Smith, Execiiti‘e -
retary of the NAACP stated, "There
have apparently been some irregularities
on the way the program has been carried
out, but it seems a shame with the bene-
fit it served in the black community for
us to have to lose it even for a day or
a week."
She added that one of the tragedies
of the iSsue was the fight for Mr. Miler.
"Personally, I have been very much im-
pressed by his ability: the community
will have difficulty finding a person as
qualified as Mr. Butler," she commun-
ed.
Mr. Truner said that "the paramount
issue before us is to improve a plan
whereby funds to aid the poor will be
forthcoming with the least delay."
This, however. is not in aeLord
with the Poor Pepole's Coalition whose
objective is to see that the WOPC re-
mained as it was and that Washington
Butler along with all the staff members
be rehired.
• Thus. A BLACK CHRISTMAS IS
SCHEDULED TO TAKE PLACE IN
MEMPHIS.
According the Rev. Ezekiel Bell. -The
of the N'tfle Tide Season will
ofticiany be kicked off on Tnanksgivitig
Day a; it a.m in a GRAND BLACK
CHRISTMAS PARADE.
"The parade will begin at Poplar and
Main and proceed down Main Street and
go to the I.orraine Motel where a number
of speakers will speak, bands will play,
and an offering for he poor will be re-
et.IN (-1:(.1 i ."of 'he high -chools and Junior
hiii -cilool bands, and all 'local combos
have been invited lopar: Icipaii'.
Viss Mark Meinohs is expected to
ici pro c. And one o eatures
will he a Biadr Sartza • .
Althnogh is appears the Black Christ-
mas has been called as an outcome of
See Page Et
Name Dr. H.F. Price
to 'Emeritus' post
A new title has been bestomed upon
Dr. Hollis F. Price, recently retired
president of LeMoyne-Owen. He is now
president-emeritus of the college.
He was voted this title by trustees
of the college at their recent fall meet-
ing.
Announcement of the board's action
was made by Edwon Dalstrom, chairman
of the college's board of trustees, at a re-
ception given at LeMoyne-Owens honor-
ing Dr. and Mrs. Price.
The reception was sponsored by the
trustees, faculty, students and staff 01
the college. Dr. Price was presented two
unique placques.
Dr. Cecil Humphreys, president of
Memphis State University, and Mrs.
Humphreys were among the scores of
guests on hand to greet the Prices.
Special tributes were paid to Dr.
Price by Odell Horton, new president of
the college; Dr. Willaim T. Fletcher, Dr.
Juanita Willaimson and Dr. Walter W.
Gibson, members of the faculty, and by
Mr. Dalstrom.
Dr. Price is now an executive officer
for WMC-TV. He also spends several
days out of each month in the New York
office of the United Church Board for
Ministries where he fills in for the execu-
tive director, Dr. Wesley A. Hotchkiss,
who is on leave.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, seated, retired
president of LeMoyne-Owen C o l-
iege, admires a plaque presented
to him as Odell Horton, new presi-
dent of the college, looks on.
Handy had help on Beale Street
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
The name of W. C. Handy is not the
only on, famed for producing music on
Beak Street. There were others with defi-
nite claims to lasting recognition.
For instance, the name Hooks has
a secure place in the musical history of
"the street where the blues began".
True, most Memphians are prone to
associate the Hooks name with the field
of photography. The Hooks photographic
studios on Beale Street occupied the
same place for many years. The Hooks
became famous for their pioneer mast-
ery of the techniques required to oak"
good pictures of black people. Photog-
raphers had long had difficulty in making
good pictures of Negrrs, with their vari-
ations in skin color. The Hooks yelre
among the first American photographers
to master the art.
But hack to music, the Hooks family
has a secure niche in the annals of music
emanating from Beak Street and its en-
virons. Thanks to the genius of the ma-
triarch of the family. the late Mrs Julia
A. &looks, Beale Street could claim recog
nitiun in another realm of music. . . .
classical.
According to Beale Street's historian.
Col. George W.- Lee. "One section of
Church's hugh Auditorium on Beale hous-
ed Mrs. Hook's school of Music, the
first school in the South at which both
white and black people were in atten-
dance. Mrs. Hooks was a graduate of,
and later a music teacher in Berea Col-
lege, a white school in Madison, Ken-
tucky. In 1872 she became a teacher at
the public schools of Greenville, Missis'-
sippi. Dr. L. DOLaine. prominent physi-
cian of that city. relates that .ia
tiles. a Negro. was Superintendent of
Education of Washington Count at the
time, and that he and Mrs. Hooks played
a prominent part in the election of Blanch
K Bruce, a Negro to the United States
Senate. Mrs. Hooks ceme to Beale Street
in 1876. taught in the public schools for
a number of years. and later organized
her music school.
"Her background_ was unusually in-
teresting. She came from a long line of
• musicians back in Kentucky, where her
mother was known as "the black Jenny
Lind:. Her father, Henry Harrison Brit-
ton, half Indian and half Spaniar d.
brought her mother to be his slave, but
later married her and lived at Lexington,
Kentucky.
"Mrs. Hook's school produced a
number of pupils who were among the
best-known concert artists of their day.
Mrs. Hooks was the first teacher of Sid-
ney Woodard, whose parents brought him
from Holly Springs, Mississippi to Mem-
phis in the early eighties. There as a
boy he earned his livelihood by doing
chores around the house of Mrs. M. G.
Wooden. His first appearance as a
singer was in the Avery Chapel AME
Church, where his rare voice, that seem-
ed to spring from his soul, attracted
much attention. Later, in order to pay
for further musical training, Woodard
appeared in many concerts, and it was
with the proceeds from these, together
with funds raised for him by the mem-
bers of Avery Chapel that he was able
to pay his way to Boston, where he con-
rued his studies.
Woodard wasone of the firct colored
concert artists to tour Europe. He •sang
with .1 Rosamond Johnson in "Oriental
America". a show prociuced by John W.
Isham in 1896 . . which was, incidentally
the first black show to play on Broad-
way...and during the Columbian Exposi-
tion in Chicago he sang in ths spacious
concert hall on the same program with
such celebrities as Frederick Don't12
Paul Lawrence Dunbar. Harriet Beecher
Stowe. and Harry T. Burleigh. Mr. Wood-
ards' last years were spent in New York.
where he became the foremost choir di-
rector of his day. Even in his old aze
his voice still retained its lyric qualities.
"Another pupil of Mrs. Hooks who n
risen to fame is Nell Hunter. the great
Negro soprano, who left Beale Street
to study abroad under Louis Drysdale in
London and Dr. Theo Lierhammer in
Vienna. In the latter city, where s h e
made her European debut, the press
comment on the event was highly en-
thusiastet "She had scarcely made an
appearance," wrote o n e critic "before
she received friendly applause. Next
rang out the applause because of ner
interesting personality: but after her
first song it raised itself to worship, a
tribute to her art. Later it became a
roaring storm. not only because of ihe
character of the songs but for the beauty
of her well trained voice, a full and - e
vet-soft mexo soprano giving complete
resonance to every tone."
"The white pupils of Mrs. Hooks
have had similar success. One of them,
hilted as "Miss Paradise", appeared on
the stage in Paris. France, for many
years. The old Hooks Music School has
passed away like many other material
thittgs, but Mrs. Hooks' still lingers in the
. . . memories of the oldsters w h o
knew her.•'
"Later a new school of music was
formed by Mrs. Florence Cole Talbot
McCleaves, an artist of internation.;
fame. Her school was on Vance, near
Beale.
"L. J. Searcy also maintained A
music school at 390 Beale Street. His best
work was the development of the once
popular lit‘abody Quartet that pioneer in
singing daily over station WREC
The Music Club. organized by the
late Miss Lucy Campbell in 1904, served
to being together people of musical abili-
ty and provided means of development
and expression through public concerts.
Under Miss Campbell's direction a cho-
rus of a thousand yokes was organized
to sing for a National Baptist Conven-
tion held in Memphis in the 1930's. Miss
Campbell was also the, discoverer and
developer of famed Alex Bradley. a Mem-
phis baritone singer.
Later ,exponents of Beale Street's .mu-
sical tradition were the great orPhestra
leaders. Jimmy Luncefor d, Powers
Thornton, Cy Oliver. James Crawford,
and Moses Allen. Dozens of young music-
makers have followed in their wake.
Maybe they set tradition that will
lend lasting substance to the currently
popular, so-called "soul-music". But
history establishes that rersons such as
those mentioned above, really gave birth
to what might be called ''real soul" in
music coming from h!ack folks w h o
gravitated around Beale Street . . .
whiti-e music was a way of life. 11,
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The New Shelby M. B. Church of Baiiy, Tenn., will
celebrate the 4th Anniversary of its pastor and his
wife, Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Christopher on Nov. 20 and
22.
Special guests for the Nov. 22 observance will in-
clude Oak Grove of Nesbitt, Miss., Cane Creek of
Memphis, and St. Mark of Collierville.
Rev. H. P. Sandridge will be the guest speaker.
Rev. Christopher is a native of Nesbitt, Miss. He
attended Baptist Industrial Seminary at Hernando,
Miss, and the J. L. Campbell School of Religion in
mempnis. He is also the pastor of Cane Creek M. B.
church, 1785 S. Bellevue.
Rev. Christopher has 11 years of ministry and 5
years of pastoring experience.




The Memphis Branch NAACP announces a meet-
ing to be held at 4 p.m., on Sunday, Nov. =. at
Mt. Olive CME Church located at Linden and Lauder-
dale.
During tItis meeting of the executives, the Nomi-
nating Committee will make its report of recommenda-
tions of Branch officers for 1971 and 1972. The public
is invited.
•
FIFTH APPRECIATION SERVICES HELD
New Harvest Baptist Church held their Fifth
Appreciation Services for their pastor. Rev. R. S. Pam-
phlet and family.
The services convened nightly at 7:30 p.m.. Nov.,
11, 12, 13 and culminated Sunday afternoon at 3:30
p.m., with the theme for the services — "Laborersi
That Are Truly Worthy."
• • •
MEMPHIS TEACHERS TO REPRESENT IN
ATLANTA
A number of teacheris of English from the Mem-
phis Cityi Schools are serving as hosts and hostesses
for the 6filth annual convention of the National Council
of Teachers of English. which takes place in Atlanta.
Ga., Nov. 26 through 28. Over 6,000 teachers of English
at all levels, elementary school through graduate
school, will attend this event and t he preconvention
study groups. conferences and seminars. The latter
are set for Nov. 23 through 25 in Atlanta.
Sessions during the week will deal with current.
issues and problems confronting teachers of the lan-
guage arts. as well as innovations in the field.
President of the National Council of Teachers of
English is James E. Miller. Jr.. of the University of
Chicago. Robert F. Hogan is executive secretary. For
the Atlanta convention, Dorothy Davidson of the Texas
Education Agency is program chairman: James M.
Hale of Emory University. general chairman: a n d
James B. Haman of Georgia Institute of Technology,
co-chairman.
•
LeMOYNE-OWEN TO SELECT COLLEGE QUEEN
Selection of the Miss LelMoyne-Owen College of,
1971 is underway.
Three coeds are seeking the coveted title, one
sophomore and two juniors. They are:
Shelia Ann Siggers. a sophomore elementary edu-
cation major and a Delta soror of 1435 E. Waldorf.
Sharon L. Pruitt. a junior sociology major and an
Alpha Kappa Alpha soror of 720 Lucy.
Marjorie Bosley, a junior English major and a I
Sigma Gamma Rho soror of 1005 Rayner.
Name of the winner will remain a secret until
the night of the coronation ball.
New study shows
blacks split votes
Ey ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON — A preliminary sur-
vey of the 1970 elections shows blacks
moving away from traditional voting
patterns and becoming more independent
and more selective in their choices.
The report was released by the Joint
Center for Political Research, a newly
set up agency to monitor and gather in-
formation for dissemination on minority
voters. It is under the joint direction of
Howard University and the Metropolitan
Applied Research Center which has of-
fices in New York and Washington.
According to Frank D. Reeves, the
director of the Joint Center, the study
shows that blacks have became disen-
chanted with both political parties, and
are turning to candidates whom they
feel more closely reflect the black p c r-
ceptiveness of political change. Jack
Massie who conducted the survey, said
that two significant developments have
shown up that have attracted the atten-
tion of political analysts.
First is the marked increase of vot-
er turnout in off-year elections by
blacks and secondly the formation of in-
dependent statewide political organiza-
tions by blacks to field their own candi-
dates, such as the National Democratic
party of Alabama and the United Citi-
zens Party in South Carolina.
Three blacks were elected to t h e
state legislature from this slat e. the
first since reconstruction. Two blacks
won seats in the statehouse in Alabama.
one from the NDPA and one on the re-
gular Democratic ticket. In both in-
stances, there was across the board sup-
port for the candidates. The two organi-
zations may well serve as a model for
the future, Massie said.
The report finds that there is tre-
mendous sensitivity to blacks getting in
key offices, particularly at the state le-
vel. However, the addition of three new
black members of Congress. for a total
of 12 in the house of representatives and
one black Senator is making political
power at the national level more highly
visible and will have a carry-over effect
at the state and local level, Massie says.
He predicts that the rate of black par-
ticrpation in the voting process w i 1 1
double or triple by 1972. Unless there is
a radical change in the Republican Par-
ty and more sensitivity to blacks by the
Democratic Party. there will be more
deemphasis by black voters on straight
party lines, Massie concludes.
Despite these dramatic gains made
since the passage of the 1964 voting
rights act which opened the doors to
thousands of disenfranchised blacks in
the South, the report notes that there
is a "measurable lack of cohesive or-
ganization in seeking top offices." This
is due to inexperience and lack of mon-
ey.
With the tight money situation in the
country and restrictions placed on poli-
tical education contributions, normal
sources of gifts to help finance political
action among the rank and file are dry-
ing up. The voter education project in
Atlanta, Ga. which has served as the
chief instrument for voter registration in
the South is feeling severe financial
strain.
The problem of finding the means
to finance this new black voter aware-
ness will be of increasing concern, t h e
survey notes. The Joint Center was es-
tablished early in 1970. Chairman of the
board of directors is Louis E. Martin,
Editor-In-Chief of Sengstacke Newspa-
pers,•Dr. Kenneth E. Clark, New York
psychologist and director of MARC and
Mrs. Eleanor Ferrell, Washington repre-
sentative of MARC.
The total number of black candi-
dates this year was 650,275 of them in
the South. There were approximately 100
winners across the country. Latest fig-
ures show 1601 blacks in office.
10 shot, cops arrest
9 in SIU shootout
By SAMUEL 0. HANCOCK
CARBONDALE, Ill. — (UPIr — Ten
persons were wounded, including three
Southern Illinois University security
guards and a city policeman. Thursday
in a series of shootings that began on the
SIC campus and ended with a siege at
a house in a black neighborhood.
Ten persons were arrested, nine of
them at the two-story frame apartment
house where police and snipers exchang-
ed shots, including automatic weapons
fire, for more than an hour. A tenth
man was arrested toting a shotgun on
the SIU campus.
Police said those hurt included s i x
-civilian,- at least three of whom were
flushed from the apartment house by
tear gas. None of those wounded, includ-
ing the police officers, were critically
hurt. police said.
Police said they were not sure how
many of those arrested at the apartment
house were actually involved in trading
shots with state. city and university po-
lice who surrounded the building.
The outburst began in the pre-dawn
hours when an SIU security guard was
wounded in the leg by the driver of a
car on campus and continued when a
city policeman was shot by a gunman
It one thing to
make a smooth whiskey.
A soft whiskey
is something else.
Soft Whiskey is always smooth.
But smooth whiskey is not necessarily soft.
Only Soft Whiskey blends the
smoothness and mildness found in the best
imported Scotch and Canadian wfliskies with
the full flavor of fine light American whiskey.
With a full 86 proof.
So far, no one has come close to duplicating
Soft Whiskey.
And that's okay with us.
We kind of like being the only brand of
Soft Whiskey in the world.








who fled into the apartment house about
10 blocks north of the campus.
Two other SIU security men, direct-
ing traffic around the scene of the first
campus shooting, were wounded in the
leg by gunfire from a car. The car sped
away and police issued a statewide alert
for its occupants.
Police said the, apartment house un-
der siege was in the vicinity of a home
where three blacks were injured last
May. apparently when a bomb they were
assemblying accidentally exploded.
According to one local newsman the
occupants of a second floor apartment,
where police later found 15 guns, chant-
ed ''Power to the People" and identified
themselves as Black Panther Party
members during lulls in the shooting.
Carbondale Mayor David Keene
said the black community in his city and
nearby Murphysboro. where some of
those arrested were taken, is "up tight"
as a result of the violence. He urged stu-
dents and others to do all in their power
to help "cool things off."
Keene said he turned down an offer
trom the state for Illinois National
Guardsmen or additional state troopers
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'FRECKLES" photographer . Group portraits at 88 per child!
loca s Most Experinc• Po,o4cicAphers of Ch.ldon • Second child photographed at 8&
(Just inside
SOUTHLAND MALL North Entrance) PHONE: 332-3265




CHEST AND PANEL HEADBOARD
Here is beautiful Provincial, with curved fronts, cabriole legs, elegantly
carved, bottoms — in glowing cherry finish on selected hardwoods!
Truly a marvelous bedroom buy at this budget-minded price.
• A sensational offer!
• A lovely LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT
of your child at this low, low price!
• A selection of poses!
• No appointment necessary!
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Catholic news
Hi
This is Toni Johnson and
Chris Stovall, your latest
reporters from the Chargers
Den. Doing our thing on the
Happening Scene around
our campus.
. On November 6, the Char-
gers Territory met with the
Douglass Red Devils 'at
Crump Stadium. Henry Jack-
son, Fred Bargiacchi, Jim
Cu!.', Ronnie Edwards, David
Warren, Gerry Bates, Tandy
Franklin. Steve . Ewing,
fought on another battle.
For we know that "we've
got that fever, we're hot!
and we can't be stopped!
The Chargers were in the
lead, when the clock ceased
at a score of 29-12. So
Chargers! Keep the Faith ! !
We all know "Seeing is
Believeing' and the "Whole
World is a Stage", with
every-one playing a part.
So, we the -students around
cur c u per-soul-school de-
cided to play it cool and
let the theme of L-OVE
take its rule:
Chicks and guys around
lovers lane, doin their own
thang are:
(1) Jacky Proby & Henry
Jackson "Tears of a Clown"
(2) Margaret Lewis &
Ralph Stegall "I'll be There"
(3) Libra Thompson &
Brack Hend erson "Still
Waters Run Deep"
(4) Faye Cain di Ronald
Little "Seeing is Believing"
(5) Edward Lewis & Susann
Curry "Young Hearts Get
Lonely)
(6) Audrea Thompson &
Keith Harris ''Rules & Regu-
lations"
(7) Jan Crawford & Karl
Turner "Ace of Spades"





Westbrook "I'm Not My
Brothers Keeper"
This week our "Spotlight"
Shines on a most devoted
and beloved business ad-
ministrator, a t M emphis
Catholic High School. She
engages her many endeavors
with the teaching of typing,
law and sales. She is Mrs.
Ann Atkins. ! ! ! Hat's
Off ! ! ! For you deserve a
Twenty-One-Gun Salute ! ! !
Style and Soul are' playing
an impertant role in our
stage thats too! hot! to!
hold! !
Cats in the groove around
our soul-soucking school are:
Gerry Denton, Marvin Sut-
ters, Edward Lewis. Barry
Wilhite, Charles Williams,
Karl Turner, Henry Jackson,
LeRoy Hale, David Warren,
Larry Bailey, Edward Mc-
Clure, Lonnie Cooke, Ric-
hard Kelley, Johnny Curtis,
Gailor King.
Let's not forget about our
"Super-Bad Chicks who are
mellow and slick like:
Diane Lewis. Judy Claxton,
Brendolyn Doyle, Thresa




Alicia Barnes, Mable Clay,
Cheryl Jeter, Parris Brown,
Ozell Wray, Wilamina Fog-
ner, Effie Clay, Evelyn
Graham, and Debra Lewis.
The Psychedelic Sound
around our side of town is
"I'll Be There".
Charger Chatter:
• . F. M. is it true? Is
B. S. really the man for you?
2 . . . D. W. tells T. J that
"You're the One" ! !
3 . . . There is a certain tall
guy (H. J.') on our football
f
,




First Baptist Church (Lau-
derdale' is observing its
105th Anniversary during the
month of November. The
Anniversary thesis is: "Ap-
plying Christianity To Pres-
ent Day Crises.".
Sunday, Nov. 22, 1970, will
culminate the observance of
this important 'occasion. The
pastor-Rev. Charles L. Dun-
kins- will deliver the morning
sermon and a dinner at the
church will follow.
First Baptist extends a cor-
dial invitation to its 'Bank
friends to attend and worship.
Mrs. Effie Wooten is the
anniversary Chairman and
Mr. David R. Edmond is co-
chairman
team, whose keeping a cer-
tain young lady (J. P.) on
the beam ! !
4 . . C, W. Please be sin-
cere, and tell us who you
would rather be near?
5 . F. C. tells R. L. "Here'
I Am Signed, Sealed & De-
livered ! !
Well this is Toni & Chris
checking out from the Psy-
chedelic Shack, because
, Catholic is -where it's at."
But before we go, we leave
you with this inquiring
thought:
"Three can keep a secret,
if two are dead.
RIDE
ON ! ! !
OF SOLID SOUL
No. 1 in the Nation Says Billboard Magazine
No. 1 in the Nation Says NATRA
No. 1 in Our Hearts Say 11/2 Million Listeners
We just want to be NO. 1 with YOU!
SOUL 1070
The call of love
is a special thing for yoi
A special ring for you
to the one you love
A lovin' phone call.
(Dial your lovin' phone calls
when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.)
South Central Bell
The Combined Choirs of
Collins Chapel C.M.E Church
676 W a s hington Avenue.
Memphis, Tennessee, are
presenting the famed Lane
College Choir, of Jackson,
GuretiNnus
:111VCt concert on Sun-
November 22. 1970, at
11 p.m. in the church sane-
iry
The public is ckirdially in-
\ Ittql to be present and share
Playwright Jones on
"The next time somebody
asks what tire is it, tell
them it is nation time, broth-
er!"
Imamu Amiri Baraka
playwright LeRoi Jones) of
the Committee for a Unified
New, Ark echos the rallying
cry of Blacks who aspire to
unity and to control of their
own destiny on NET's Black
Journal. The program will
air Monday.. November 30,
- at 9 p.m. '
Speaking on the themes of
this festive Occasion as ‘‘e
approach the Thanksgiving
Sea on The I.ane College
Choir of approximately
voicesi under the direction
of Mr. Robert Owens. Mr..
in
.lean L. Paxton Thomas is
Chairman of this program.
Mrs. 1.0cille Anderson. presi-




at the Congress of Afri-
can People. Baraka asserts,
-everything oi value in the
Black community we must
v,iniro! Whoever runs for
ptdo It' office must be a na-
liundi.1 or he accountable
10 Ii.itionalists. Anybody that
speaks the Black com-
munity as his base must
(1-ai i‘ith .Ntricans and Pan-
Iii its second report of the
Congres,. held in Atlanta
on Labor Day weeken d.
Black Journal intcrvies
some of the major partici-
pants. They include: Bara-
ka. Hayward II e n r y, Jr .
chairman of the Congress.
Jesse. Jackson head of Op-
eration Breadbasket: Rich-
ard Hatcher. Mayor of Ga-
ry. Indiana: Minister Louis
Farrakhan. spokesman for
the Nation of Islam; Dr.
John Henrik Clarke, profes-
sor of Black Studies, Hunter




Enhance your home with lovely dec-
orator groupings. 120 beautiful,
brush-stroke embossed fine are repro-
ductions to choose from — in a choice
of sizes! Free! And get handsome dec-
orator frames to match — at up to
50% savings at the Art & Frame fair!




The mailman recently brought you
a series of coupons redeemable for
3600 free quality stamps plus 12
FREE ART PRINTS. Your nearby
BIG STAR invites you to redeem
your coupons where the prices are
right and the clerks are polite .
BIG STAR!
Georgia legislator. There
are also performances by
jazz artist Pharoah Sanders,
and The Last Poets ("D i e
Nigger Die."'
Clarke, who chaired one
of the 11 workshops at the
Congress dealing with Black
history. states, -principally
we're trying td show how his-
tory can be an instrument
of a people's liberation, and
to show this, you've got to
also show the distortion and
the removal Ill ,a people
from history \‘as an instru-
ment of their enslavement."
Speaking to the Congress
on Black education. Farrak-
han says "the Mine man ne-
ver set up an educational
system to train a Black man
how to lead a Black man in
n independent w a
On this month's program
Black Journal also looks at
the work of the Congress'
political liberation workshop.
headed by Baraka. and the
Creativity 1,Vorkshop. led by
Larry Neal. critic, writer
and essayist.
In another segment. Black
Journal looks at some Black
jazz musicians who have or-
ganized to promote their mu-
sic- and to prevent it from
being ''controlled" by the
music industry.
Jim my Owens. trumpet
player and member of the
group called Collective Black
Artists. complains: "Black
music has never really been
controlled by the people who
are making that music. Con'
•
4
According to officials con-
tributions have been pouring
in for the preservation of the -
HISTORICAL LANDMARK
of First Baptist Church
Beale.
The following donations
have been received and de-
posited in the Tri-Stata
Bank of Memphis for re-
modelling of the church:
OCTOBER 15, 1970
Sister Idella Cooper, $100;
Bro. Robert A. Miller, $101;
Bro. Fletcher Farmer, $100;
Bro. Herman Young, $50;
Eld. Porter (a friend), $20.
OCTOBER 18
Bro. Sieger McClelland,
$10; Bro. R.B. story. $10. Sis.
Mary L. Dotson, $5.00; Sis.
Lux (a friend), $5; Bro.
Joseph Carr, $5, Sis. Rosie
L. Pipes, $5, Sis. Louise Rob-
inson, $5; Sis. Lottie M. Shi-
vers, $1.
OCTOBER 25
Bro. Dennis Willians. $100;
Rev. James A. Jordan $150;
Sis Bernice Turner, $11.50;
Bro. Joe Carr, $5.00; Sis.
Ellen Farley, $25.00; Sis Cal-
donia Fisher, $3;
OCTOBER 30
Sis. Flossie Johnson, $30;
Bro. R. A. Miller, $2.50;
NOVEMBER 1
Sis. Leona Palmer, $20: Sis.
Ruth sHarris, $5; Sis. Jessie
Anderson. $40; Bro. Joe Carr,
$15; Sis Flossie Johnson, $5;
Sis. Maggie Crosby, $10; Rel.
sie Pipes. $10; Sis. Ellen Far-
ley, $25; Rev. Lloyd Palmer,
Sis. Barbara Robinson
$5: Sis. Clora Jolly, $5; Sis.
Willie Mae Morton, $10; Sis.
Loraine Alexander, $10; Bro.
Evan Anderson, $10; Bro.
James Robinson Sr., $5.00;
Six, Clara Seal, $10.
All donations may be sent
to First Baptist Church
Beale. Mrs. Nettie B. Rodger _




sequently, the amount ot
money that is going to the
people who perform that mu-
sic, the musicians, has been
very small compared to what
goes to the people who con-
trol the music."
The group eschews the
categorical labels of jazz!,
blues, and soul, preferring
to call all music in these
genres "Black music," if it
is performed by Blacks.
The Collective hopes to
promote its music through
activities such as free mu-
sic classes for Black a n d
Puerto Rican children at the
Brooklyn Muse, a branch of
the Brooklyn Children's Mu-
seum, and free concerts at
tile Seth Low Community
Center in Brooklyn.
Members of the Collective
appearing in the program
arc: Sam Rivers, saxophone;
Gary Bartz. saxophone; Ty-
rone Washington. saxophone;
Bill Barron, saxophone; Ha-
kim Jami, bass; Kiane Za-
wadi, trombone; Reggie
Workman, bass; Syrl Greene,
trumpet; Art Lewis drums;
Don Moore. bass a n d
Owens.
'4°4'401'16 CO UPON .111,..S. 411
510"off any purchase of 5100" or more
•
• LEARN TO DRIVE• •• 
It You Have Any Trouble What se e •ver e•
In Getting Driver Lim's(
Call •
Tennessee Driving School 1
FREE Gift lust for coming in
P•rrigo Discount Furnitur•
AND APPLIANCES
3-Room Houseful Dining Room, Living
Room & Bedroom $233.00
Mattress & Box Springs
• • • • $16.95 each & up • • • • • •
We also he • .od umod Furniture
PERRIGO'S
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.The 1970 %eekly haby Contest Hallots will he 
1011111 rd
I a•‘ five %We:, each. Bonus votes tuil he made a, to
I the follo)%ing schedule:
I 1. For each one- eat subscription to the 
-tate
I Defender sold St) each. 200 votes will 
lw recordcd.
2. For each 6-month subscription sold ,.50 e
ach.
WO votes.
3. For each :3-nionth suitcription sold 
7, each,
50 votes.
I. Please enter my sukyription to the in -State 
Defender
i and credit Bak. 
 with Bonus Votes.
I I want to subscribe for: (check one)
( ) 1-year-S6.00 (200 votes) I 'tear
• ( )
 6-months--S3.50 (10(hotes) 6 Mos.
I ( ) 3-months-S1.75 (50 votes) 3 Mos.
I Please send to:
NAME
‘DDRESS
CIT1 ,s1 \TV ZIP (.1)1)1




P. ) ). Box I
• N
lemphis, Tennessee 38101
no mi um mum an um um an me am um um on 
so an ow
Xi I Etilil..RTS LAURETT BELL
LISA AND KREsCHIA GREEN
I.
RHOND 1. • 1;11 I
BRIGDET WOODEN
_
11•11 MI IMO Eli MOO UM IIMI =I UM MS MI MB OS WO IIIN MU IN OM I= OM UN MIN 
OM Mt MO =I in mane
BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM
Ileast enter {why 
(Print \JIM.)
Nrents
 City ............. .
tip ( .Tch.photte No 
.7. birthday 
A ;.loKsv photograph (no (;lor) must accompany this lorm
\lad To:
1'1 1;1, h% .
BABY CONTEST
TRI-STATE DEFENDER P.O. BOX 311 MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101
L Ell IEN MN NIP MI MI NM OM MS NM MS I= US MOM IIMI 111119 OM MI MIR lin IMO MO OM UM NM In_ _
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Started on a shoestring
Yaphet Kotto got the act- eventually he edged his wa
mg bug while shining shoes. into the usual variety of
It was while plying his minor acting jobs.
trade in the lobby of N e w In 1964 he earned the role
York' City's Cort Theatre of understudy lead on Broad-
during intermissions that he way in "The Zulu and the:
thought he saw a way to bet- Zayda" at the Con t Theatre,
ter himself. Born in Harlem, where he had '-shined shoes
he had spent many grim only a few years before. Nu.
days working as a laborer, merous television and movie:.
washing dishes and shining roles followed, and in 1969
shoes. he succeeded James E a r
"Listening to the Corn- Jones as Jack Jefferson in
meats of the people in the "The Great White Hope" on
theatre gave me the idea to Broadway. 1
try acting," says the man
who co-stars with David
,lanssen in "Night Chase,"
the Cinema Cdnter 100 mo-
tion picture to be present-
ed in its world premiere on
"The, CBS Friday Night
Movies" on Friday, Nov. 20.,
"So I saved every penny
I could," Kotto continues.
"and bought myself a tape
recorder and two books —
one on diction and the other
on dancing.
"I taught myself speech
by the book and learned die-
tion by imitating announcer
John Cameron Swayze on
the tape recorder every
evening . for many months.
From the dance book, I stn.
died poise and control et
body movements."
Kotto adds that with more
shoe shining earnings be en-




KATRINA JON TAMMERA GILLIAM
Read, heed
BABY BOX SCORE
As of Tuesday. November 17, 1970
(Note: Ballots are counted each Monday evening. Ballots
postmarked on their due date, but not delivered in Lime for
the xt -el's posting, will be credited the following week.)
NAME VOTES
Darrell Wayne Jones  2,330
Paul Anthony Roberta  2,020
Tamera Lesha Gilliam 1,670
Carlos Corte: Ayers 1,650
Marvin Bullard 1,100
Kimberly Holliday 1,045
Audfrey Angelo Robertson S70
Luella Annett Richmond 855
Claudette Nichok Talbert 340
Laurette L. Bell 270
Bridget Felisha Wooden 230
Katrina Renee Jones 215
Gerald and Terald Richardson 205
Tia Deshon Owens 206
Felicia D. Cruteher 75
Michael Antonia Suggs 50
William Michael Easter 5
Derek Wayne Clark 0
Billy Donald Moore
Rhonda Sharelle Nesbitt
Lesa & Keschia Green
Last year, 5,900 children
under 15 years old were .
killed in .all types of m3tor
vehicle accidents. "If any
of the several types of ap-
proved restraining devices
available for young chIciren
had been used, many of these
children would not have
died," says Howard Pyle,
head of the National Safety
Council.
"Buckle up for safety in
eludes babies and children
as well as adults." he says ,
WANTED
LEAKY FAUCETS
It thel1 Cont10n1 drip getting
On your nerves On• (eosin
your water bill to go op? SEE
READ SALES CO.
lievios doted ispeir P•rts
5,111( simple .0 Pim% 10.404
Ph.... 27S 4424 0,174 1417
1373 Jackteit 61 Wafting
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Violence is rampant at many schools today!
During the past year, there were fights and
brawls following many of the football games.
The basketball season saw more of the same.
Stabbings and fighting are becoming so preva-
lent, there is now talk of curtailing inter.
scholastic athletic competition entirely.
I would like to remind parents, athletes and
students alike, that varsity athletic programs
are NOT an obligatory part of a school's edu-
cational program. The inter-school sports pro-
gram is a privilege granted by state and local
Boards of Education. And you don't have to be
a mental giant to recognize that black youth has
benefited greatly from these athletic programs.
Athletics has been one of the few areas where
black men have been able to break the barrier
and gain the admiration and respect of a sports
minded America. It's been a door-opener to
scholarships and education ...an uncommon op-
portunity to earn big money and win national
acclaim. And very often a stepping stone to jobs
with futures unrelated to sports.
Today, when millions of blacks are march-
ing and protesting to gain a greater share of
wealth and respect for the black community,
it's a damned shame that we allow a handful of
unthinking radicals to smash this fine avenue
of opportunity.
To those relatively few trouble-makers I
say: search your souls. Ask yourselves whether
your actions depict a people who are black and





SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1970
...
OLD ENGLISH ATMOSPHERE welcomes
visitors to its quaint shops in downtown Vic-
toria, capital ot British Columbia. So if you
can't make it to England this year. try go-
ing to Victoria, where you feel you must
he in t:ngland. The charm of the Elizabeth.
NEW YORK, N. Y. (ED)—
, The single career girl of
• the Seventies. No longer is
▪ she considered the "unlucky"
1 girl who has to earn her own
way. but rather, she s the
gal with all the opportunities
' at her fingertips. Yet. getting
the knack of surviving in the
business world ran be a little
demoralizing, especially if
your salary is $90.00 a week.
How do you play the game
and still come out ahead? it
does take money to be
sucessfully single — money
for clothes, an apartment.
vacations, entertainment and
all the fun things you like to
do. But, there are ways to
manage and come out a
winner, even on a hoginning
salary.
As a single self-supporting
woman you have one greai
advantage — people will let
you live within your means.
Little economical tricks like
riding a bike to work, will
bring you cheers and praise.
Or. a back yard bar-b-que
where the food for thought
is some variation of hotctog
and soft drink will be eon-
. sidered hip and -in.•• (Jus:.
tr3i either of these tricks if
you're wealthy—you'd hi
drummed out of the country
club.)
REC'ONCILE
Part of the American car"•
er girl image is being abie
to reconcile a check book
having something in it to
reconcile, and being able ti.
pay your vi ay if you have to
There are subtle ways to lw
a penny-pincher—a nd the
world will never know mai
.you're temporarily a miser
at heart. You can create
the illusion o. being %% eaiiiiv
with very little money.
By LOUR LuT(UR
GLOBAL PORTRAITS sal-
utes the NAACP IN ITS 44;h
ANNUAL FREEDOM SALES
DRIVE. with th e beautiful
Lena Horne as she has since
1953) serving as chairman o.
this annual Christmastide
fund-raising effort: and for
the 18th straight year 'Miss
Bobbie Branche of the Asso-
ciation's National Office Staff
Is Director of the Campaign.
Miss Horne, in a letter to
NAACP Supporters. recailed
the historic role of the
NAACP as a defender of hi.
rights and liberties of Ne-
groes. She said, "From
end of the country to the
other, Black people turn %
the NAACP automatically for
help when they are in trou-
ble. They take it for granted
that the NAACP will be there.
It is assumed that if civil
rights laws are needed, the
NAACP will be leading the
fight for them. If an urban
renewal plan threatens the
homes and chances of the
poor and the Negroes. it is
the NAACP which wages the
campaign against it. . . if
people are going hungry in
Mississippi o r A !shams,
it is the NAACP which raises
money and disburses it to
poor families so that they
can buy the Federal food
stamps they need." "rile se
make your holiday gift as
big as you can so that this
essential work can go on
an age comes alive in little gabled half-
tii ihered buildings which offer a wide se-
lection of fine bone china, silverware, wool,
sweets and all the other goods for which
itritain is famous. (Canadian Government
Travel Bureau Photo)
You can live attractively—
no matter how much
make, or how little. A few
general mcngy-saving rules
might he:
Scr.elp On vhat really isn't
any ion, so you can afford
whet ls.
Don't spend a sou on any-
thing you don't absolutely
need.
Never nay more when you
can pay less.
Economize on things that
would bring you no extra
hapOiness even if you spent
twice as much.
There are other. din ways
to come o ut ahead. Don't
oother to subscribe to news-
papers or magazines — bor
row from your office, or
your girl friends. Write fan
I etters to big companies
praising their latest ad cam-
paign or product — some-
times they send free sam-
ples. `..ou're never too tir
when it comes to motley.
take extra jo'os. If you can
type there's always a pres•
sure-ridden excutive who
needs extra help on Nveek-
ends.
SALE SHOPPING
As for shopping — more
money has been squander,
ed at sales in the name of
thrift than has been loaned
to underprivileged countries.
So be on your guard. There
are two legitimate ways to
buy clothes on sale. One is
to keep your eyes on a gown
you've adored since its ar-
rival, and if it isn't with-
in months ask the salesgirl
when it will be marked down.
Then act and it's yours.
The other legitimate sale
purchases is when thgre's a
big gap in your t ardrobe.
If you've been weariag your
raincoat for'an evening wrap.
spot a coat that's really you.
Case all the sales and when
the coat is finally in your
nrice rang.. buy it wear
it in good health
ROAST CHICKEN — Roast chicken baked
w;th an oi % rice .ng makes a fine
DEFENDER
Lunch in Classified Ads
a mailb9x --Jr -- —1969 00(OAR XR7
cony. V-8 AT. PS & PR. Radio,
Break with tradition now Ditty 
coosok. New Tire,
$3.106.00and send your child to sehooi SC
carrying his lunch in a mail
box, or a school bus, or how 21" "ni" 326-3711
about a fire engine' 1111611 COUGAR
That's what Aladdin In- 2 Dr HT v-a AT. PV. PB., Radio
dustries, the world's largest . With Tap* nom1:1-. I. •F. OKI. Y a2•993.00manufacturer of school lunch
MILLING PARKWAY
kits for children, suggested SCH1LL
at the National Housewares 2144
Exhibit in Chicago. The mail-
box, school bus and fire
engine are all designs for
new Aladdin school luncn kits
of a szwcial "dome" shape('
ING PARKWAY
324-3711
1970 VI FRC MARQUIS
4 Door, V-B. A T., P.S.P.R.




variety. 2144 Lin 324-3711
The inaiibox model is a
"pop-art" model, while the
school bus and fire engine
kits feature authentic Walt'
Disney cartoon characters.
Each kit comes equipped with
that is completely rustproof
a 1/2-pint Aladdin's thermos




It is time for a change in
everything . . . classes,
grades, girl frkends. ward-
robe and what have you.
Try a new hair dressing;
one that makgs your afro
glisten with cleanliness, or,
if you wear your hair close,
try a different one which
softens the closest crew cut.
Be different this season.
hoiday meal and an economical one, too.
Some like Roast Chicken, not
Chicken is one of the best
foal buys during the non-
days for a budget-minded
homemaker. This is particu-
larly true when it's a 4 or 5-
pound roasting chicken, be-
cause there's more meat in,
relation to bone. Chances are
you'll get the making of two
meals irom one bird, us-
ing the leftovers for s a n d-
wtches or a chicken casse-
role.
This rice stuffing is par-
ticularly nice with pimiento-
stuffed olives, providing a
tangy flavor and a nice tex-
ture.
Spanish olives lend both
color and their tangy flavor
to this braised chicken made




(Makes 4 to 6 servings)
1/3 cup diced celery
1/4 cup pine nuts (pignoles)
% cup butter or marga-
rine
2 cups cooked rice
1/3 cup chopped pimiento-
stuffed 41:yes
1/3 cup dark seedless raL
sins
1 teaspoon instant minced
onion
1 2 e.,p,bon monosodium
glutamate
iia teaspoon crushed rose-
mary
Salt to taste
4 RI 5-11011041 roasting chick-
en-
Saute celery and pine nuts
in 2 tablespoons of tne but-
ter until nuts are slightly
orowneu, about 3 to 5 'mM-
utes. Combine celery a n d
nuts with rice, olives, raisins,
onion and seasonings; toss
Wash chicken and sprinkle
cavity with salt. Stuff chick-
en with rice mixture and
close cavity with skewers.
Place on rack in shallow
pan. Melt remaining butter
and brush some of it on
chicken. Roar.: in 375 degree
oven 21/2 to 3 hours, or un-
til, chicken leg moves easily
whet twisted. Baste chicken
frequently with butter dur-
ing roasting.
Note: Stuffing may be used
for two broiler-fryer chick-
ens. Roast them In 375 de-





1 broiler-fryer chicken, cut
up (212 pounds)
't cup olive or salad oil
1 teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon pepper





12 cup light cream or milk




Brown chicken in hot oil
in skillet; sprinkle with salt
and pepper. Add mushrooms
and their liquid with water.
and onion Cover and s i m-
mer over low heat 40 min-
utes, or until chicken is ten-
der. Place chicken in serv-
ing dish and keep hot. Pour
,drippings in skillet into
glass measure. Skim off fat
and put 2 tablespoons back
into skillet. Add flour to skil-
let, then stir in c r ea m,
olives and any remaining
drippings. Cook, stirring con-
stantly, until gravy boils 2
minutes. Pour over chick-
en; sprinkle with parsley.
HMI F.?. FOR MALE
)1.00 A OR VISA
FTHEI, GROVE - 2758 Filmhre 2i :ea rooms. 2 baths. 2 kitchens Lit ing '
and sep.irate Dining room Ail
inneO Ext rat Delore! 2 room,
I. with separate entrance
W;. h.,' 470 month Will help I... ,
-lore Price 313.200 clime Bee-
i:(1%
,4) li t., VS or .1400 VII A
(" 11., 2991 ui, tirick 3 fir, I '
Ei 01' IC' 1.i:it-In Kit wit» Kw]
rat lialore
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NAT BORING PACKING CO.
INC.
WI JERE YOU SEE IT ALL
Bill Cosby • Sun. 7:30 pm
/1
'Jr
Diahann Carroll • Tun. 7:30 pm
Flip Wilson • Thurs. 6:30 pm Art Gilliam • Special Reports
Swing Shift- Fri.12:00 midnight
You'll find more of your
favorites on Channel 5
than anywhere else.
The comedy of Flip
Wilson, Bill Cosby, and
Diahann Carroll; the
special news reports of
Art Gilliam; and the
music of Swing Shift. So
flip your dial to Channel
5—where you see it all!
Tri-State Defender
The South's Independent Weekly-
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310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Scr v og 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
What is Black Leadership?
Blacks seem to be quite distressed over what seems to be
a so-called spl'it in the Black Community over WOPC and Candi-
dates Supported in the Last Election. Is the Black Community
tragically Split beyond repair? Why is it that some issues they
seem to be together and on others they just can't seem to
get together?
Tne answer is simple: the Black Community is not divided,
it is the so called leaders upon which, the media of radio,
television, and newspapers focus that are not together. While
these people fight among themselves, poor blacks and people
who are neither interested in money or recognition are moving
toward a coalition that will leave a lot of so called black
and relevant people out in the cold. On WDIA's Sunday program,
Focus On Youth, Brother Malcolm X put it this way. "It is
time for Black men to stop airing their differences in public,
do your fighting in the closet and present a united front to
others." The speech from which this quote was taken was de-
livered in 1963, for those who failed to heed the message—
and there seems to be quite a few in Memphis — the tim e
is passing quickly, poor and black, people are already to-
gether. Those people who feel they are leaders had better get
themselves together, because time is running out.
On good example of Black Togetherness was operation
big vote, togetherness was apparent in this program. Another
unusual thing about operation big vote was that there were
no outstanding leaders or spokesmen for this organization. It
was an out and out effort on the part of all organizations
working toward one common goal and it worked.
Many black people felt the election was lost because Gore
and Hooker didn't win the last election, but the fact that the
Black Community was so together on the vote lets everybody.
Republican, Democrat, American Party, know that they will
have to deal with black folk one way or the other.
If one is very observant when watching television and listen-
ng to radio news he or she will notice that there are similarities
between news about poor people's struggles in Puerto Rico,
Chicano (Mexican ancestry) native Americans (Indians) and
‘fro-Americans who number from thirty five to forty million.
The similarities are not accidental.
A poor man in Memphis is subjected to the same special
indignity, ruthless exploitation and systematic oppression as his
.rape picking Mexican brothers in California.
Like his brothers in Australia. on Arkansas' plantations,
Vemphis poor man's family income is the least, formal edu-
cation the poorest, homes the worst, sickness the most fre-
quent; it means they pay more or less (in habitation, food,
clothing, taxes), than do other people in the United States.
The poor blacks in Memphis just as colored brothers and
sisters around the world are waking up to what's really hap-
pening to them, while a few so called Black leaders fight
among themselves. They are finding that genocide is being
committed in this country against them and that this genocide
has been going on for a long time in a lot of places.
Black Unity will still be important. but there is going to
be another unity. The Unity of Humanists and it has already
formed and those who are not a part of the solution. are a
part of the problem.
Economic Picture Grim
The unemployment crisis which Republicans like D u n n.
Brock, and Nixon played down to a whisper during the mid-
term Congressional and state elections, is now emerging in
all of its dour imprications to full glare of public criticism
here is Memphis. People are being put out of jobs here every-
day. Christmas will be very bleak for many Memphians Black
and White. Local example will be those workers who will lose
their :jobs at the RCA plant.
The percentage of the idle labor force approaches the frus-
tration level reached during the critical months of the Eisenhow-
er years. The nation's unemployment rose from 5.5 per cent
in September to 5.6 per cent in October. Black cynicism
is far deeper than that of the white jobless by virtue of in-
stitiitional prejudices.
The national figure shows that for every one unemployed
white there are two unemployed blacks.
This grim specter of a cloudy future, of unmet needs and
wants creates emotional spasms in men whose family responsi-
bilities and personal commitments are forced to suffer what
may be humiliating retrenchment. This situation must improve,
and improve soon.
Against lead-poisoning
Lead poisoning, which has affected as many as 400,000
children and caused mental retardation or death is beginning
to receive the national attention that it deserves. The announce-
ment by the Surgeon General of guidelines for a nationwide
campaign raises hopes for the alleviation of a condition which
has brought grief and despair especially to helpless mothers in
America's black slums.
Lead poisoning occurs mainly in the black ghettos where
dwellings are old and children eat the paint peeling from walls.
doors and window frames. Lead-based paints were commonly
used for house interiors until the 1940s but have largely been
replaced by less-hazardous paints. However, they are still used
for interiors of slum buildings.
YARD PELL) scoAL°
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By DR. BENJAMIN MAYS
For a long time Negroes and parti-
cularly black scholars have found fault
with the College Board Examinations,
making it clear that the College Board
Examinations were too narrowly struc-
tured and did not do full justice to the
student's intelligence and ability. B u t
nobody listened and eucational institu-
tions are for the most part conserva-
tive.
No "comprehensive review of testing
an its relationship to college admission
has been made in the Board's 70 years
history, according to the New York
Times. A three-year study of the testing
service by a 21-member commission
headed by David V. Tiedeman of Har-
vard is the first time a commission has
urged extensive reform of the testing
program in 30 years.
I am sure the Testing Board has
criticized colleges for their conservatism
and yet for 30 years no drastic changes
have been made in their own service.
Two very radical recommendations
are being made by the 21-member com-
mission: (1) The main part of the Col-
lege Board Test is the Scholastic Apti-
tude Test (S. A. T.) which is designed
to test the student's verbal and mathe-
matical ability. The commission is
recommending to the College Board that
the S. A. T. be radically changed.
The commission says that the S.A.T.
is "an admirable instrument for select-
ing the likely winners of the-more diffi-
cult races on academic courses in
America" but it is not adequate f o r
measuring other skills, mental compe-
tencies and talents.
It is for this reason that the c o m -
mission is suggesting that the S. A. T.
be gradually replaced by a "flexible as-
sortment" of other tests which would
not only measure skills in the verbal
and mathematical areas, but skills in
other areas such as music and artistic
talent; sensitivity and commitment to so-
cial responsibility; political and mechan-
ical skills; styles of analysis and syn-
thesis; ability to express oneself thru
artistic, oral, nonverbal or graphic
means; ability to adapt to new situa-
tions, characteristics and temperament;
"sources and status of motivation,"
and "work habits under varying condi-
tions of demands."
(2) The second radical change in-
volves the colleges themselves. The col-
leges tvould be required to take the test
before they could receive any student's
college board test scores. Some of the
questions the colleges would be required
to answer are: Statistics on class size,
time spent in class by professors, the
faculty-student ratio, the number of stu-
dents who drop out each year and why,
and a measure, obtained from student
questionnaires, of the school's social
and intellectual climate.
The commission makes other recom-
mendations but these are the most radi-
cal. Whether these recommendations if
accepted by the College Board will prove
more acceptable to the public remains
to be seen. At any rate, it will take any-
where from five to ten years to imple-
ment the recommendations. The c o m-
missions' report is in two volumes, a to-
tal of 312 pages. There are some 2.000
colleges and universities in the country
and 1400 of them are members of the
College Board. This report will be sent
to the 1400 members.
From our readers
The New Pittsburgh Courier welcomes letters to the editor. Whether
they are critical of this newspaper or commentaries on the problems
of our society, all will be given just consideration for printing in this




Congressman William L. Dawson
was a political pro. He was, in my esti-
mation, the greatest politician of the
century. He was an eloquent spokesman
for all of us. He believed that despite
humiliation and deprivation the Negro
had borne his discrimination with stead-
fast dignity.
His quick intelligence gave him an
extraordinary grasp of the many p r o b-
lems we face. He was a man of politi-
cal sophistication who appreciated what
his government could do and what it
could not do in relation to our needs and
desires. He was a team man and opened
doors that had never been opened be-
fore, and widened others not by shout-
ing and bragging.
He created a climate of hope for all
Genuine friend
Dear Editor:
Congressman Dawson was more than
a forceful, forthright and able politician.
He was a genuine friend to those
who were fortunate enough to have
known him personally.
Politics enabled me to meet with
him, but politics did not influence _my
liking for the Congressman.
His position was not an important
factor. I appreciated him as a person
He was highly intelligent, a warm, lik-
able person, considerate and an engag-
ing, brilliant conversationalist.
I am happy that I was privileged to
know him as a friend.
Of us. He walked into the life he had
chosen with dignity — politics. He never
betrayed a trust. He left us with a rich
heritage.— "Walk together children, and
don't get weary," — that's unity.
OLIVE M. DIGGS
Department of Urban Renewal
Car thefts
Dear Editor:
The loss of a car by theft can cause
a great deal of inconvenience or anxiety.
A stolen car is usually not found until
someone reports its abandonment or the
first snowfall indicates that.
Apparently, the police department is
too disorganized to assign each patrol-
man a few block areas to check each
day. The general public, however, might
well accept the stolen-car challenge.
Radio stations and newspapers from
time to time play various promotional
games with the public — "telephone
jackpot." driver's license sweepstakes,"
etc. I would like to suggest a new type
of game, sort of like an Easter egg hunt.
This game, however, would be a
stolen car hunt. A reward of say $25
could be given to the person locating
the announced stolen car of the day.
With the millions of dollars lost each
year, I am sure an insurance company
would love to sponsor a game like this.
Please let me know if you like the idea
and please feel free to use it. Thank you.
MRS. MYRTLE E. SENGSTACKE
From the Weaver
.But Chicago blacks did
vote and aid the machine
By AUDREY WEAVER
The joy and high enthusiasm blacks
had last Tuesday when they learned they
had added another gentleman of col-
or from Chicago to the Congressional
roster, was dashed and they did a slow
burn over a story in one of the city's
leading dailies which stated that blacks
here didn't vote and the Daley machine
whizzed through without their help.
Political writer George Tagge hadn't
done his homework on that one —
George Collins in that Sixth District
would still be the 24th Ward's alderman
if those black citizens hadn't done a yeo-
man's job. They had to overcome t w o
strong white racist bastilles — Berwyn
and Cicero. Plaudits to those Westside
black citizens; they had a tough job to
do in a tough contest, but they did it and
won.
White middle-class Midwesterners
constantly jump at the chance to hang
old cliches or worn out phrases on blacks
.. they seem to resent blacks ambitions
and drive more than anything else.
There were areas in the nation
where blacks didn't go to the polls in
the large numbers they should have,
but these were few and the communities
where blacks scored so many 'firsts'
attests to the fact that they were voting
on election day. Here about 70 per cent
of the blacks voted.
According to the count, Chicago
blacks didn't cross party lines the way
they should have, but they are learning
and next time around the score will be
better — all the good black GOP candi-
dates will win as well as the good Dem-
ocrats.
Currently, there are 13 blacks in
Congress, including Sen. Edward Brooke
and since we are reportedly a supersti-
tious people, we will be marching to the
polls in droves next time to up that fi-
gure.
Backlash is supposed to have died irk_
My line: Education
1968, but lots of it was shown in last
Tuesday's election. For instance, out in
California (which is moving to the
right at a rapid pace) the voters in Los
Angeles County ousted a superior judge
who authored a school integration order
that will require busing kids to school to
insure racial mixing.
And there was the large blue collar
vote that followed the George Wallace
line and in Arkansas the backlash turn-
ed out Winthrop Rockefeller who had a
strong civil rights record.
But backlash or not, blacks came
out of this one very impressively even
winning a number of state and local of-
fices in the South.
DID YOU KNOW:
More than half of the members of
the United Nations are dark-skinned peo-
ple's who are working toward the end of
racism — local and world-wide.
That more than 40,000 persons receiv-
ed whippings as a punishment in South
Africa in 1969. (Shades of the dark ages).
That the FTC (Federal Trade C o m-
mission) has found female berets import-
ed from Italy to be dangerously f I a m-
mable.
That a number of black colleges are
losing enrollment due to the demand on
white schools that they recruit more
black students. They also are losing
good faculty members because of t h e
black studies demand in white institu-
tions. Another price of integration.
That there is no link between increas-
ing rates of illegitimacy and rising wel-
fare payments. An expert says it isn't
true that increasing rates of illegitimacy
in the nation are due to growing sexual
permissiveness in society and the sup-
port of that permissiveness by govern-
ment as expressed in the 'reward' of
welfare payments to those who have il-
legitimate children.
. . . Thomas Brooks.
New York report is an
example for Sbarbaro
By DAVID HARRISON
School superintendent James F. Red-
mond has given Sbarbaro parents h i s
"ultimate solution" to the Sbarbaro cri-
sis — a solution which implies that "the
school system and its officers can do no
wron g. H i s report totally denies the
black community any existence of self-
determination and in no uncertain terms
spells out the rights of school authorities
— that they are the final determiners.
This kind of response was not totally
unexpected — in fact it typifies a kind
of rationale preAding in all urban school
systerns. Alfred Giardino, for i n s tance,
made a similar dissent in commenting
on the Bundy Report which like the Sbar-
baro situation, called for far-reaching
changes.
Whereas Sbarbaro parents want Red-
mond to take precedent action and rec-
ognize their objection to absentee man-
agement and remove a principal before
he takes his post, the Bundy Report
was actually a report drawn up by a
committee at the re'quest of the N. Y.
state legislature a n d headed by Mc-
George Bundy to acknowledge that in-
creased community awareness and par-
ticipation in the education process is es-
sential and apply the principle to New
York City schools.
The Bundy Report called for not just
community participation, but it allocated
community control and a sharing of
power within the schools. Since Sbarbaro
has moved Chicago one step closer to
demanding this right of community con-
trol, we should look at a summary of
the major 16 points of the Report.
"1. The New York City public
schools should -be reorganized into a
Community School System, consisting of
a federation of largely autonomous school
districts and a central education agency.
"2. From 30 to no more than 60
Community School Districts should be
created, ranging in size from about 12,-
000 to 40,000 nupils — each large enough
to offer a full range of educational serv-
ices, yet small enough to maintain prox-
imity to community needs.
"3. The Community School Districts
should have authority for all regular ele-
mentary and secondary education within
their boundaries and responsibility f o r
adhering to state education standards.
"4. A central education agency, to-
gether with a superintendent of schools
and his staff, should have operating re-
sponsibility for special education f u n c-
tions and city-wide educational policies.
"5. The state commissioner of edu-
cation and the city's central educational
agency should retain their responsibili-
ties for the maintenance of educational
standards in all public schools.
"6. The Community School Districts
should be governed by boards of educa-
tion selected in part by parents and in
part by the mayor from lists of candi-
dates maintained by the central educa-
tion agency. Membership on these
boards would be open to both parents
and nonparent residents of a District.
°"7. The central education agency
should consist of one or the other of the
following bodies: (a) a commission of
three full-time members appointed by
the Mayor, or (b) a Board of Education
that includes a majority of members
nominated by the Community School
_Districts. The Mayor should select these
members from a list submitted by an as-
sembly of chairmen of Community School
Boards. The others should be chosen by
the Mayor from panel nominations.
"8. Community School Districts
should receive an annual allocation of
operating funds, determined by an ob-
jective and equitable formula, which
they should be permitted to use with the
widest possible discretion within set edu-
cational standards.
"9. Community School Di stricts
should have broad personnel powers, in-
cluding the right to hire a community
superintendent.
"10. All existing tenure rights of
teachers and supervisory personnel
should be preserved as the reorganized
system goes into effect. Thereafter, ten-
ure of new personnel employed in a par-
ticular district should be awarded by the
district.
"11. The process of qualification for
appointment and promotion should be so
revised that Community School Districts
will be free to hire teachers and other
professional staff from the widest possi-
ble sources.
"12. Community School Boards
should establish procedures and c h a n-
nels for the closest possible consultation
with parents, community residents, teach-
ers, and supervisory personnel.
"13. The central education agency
should have authority and responsibility
for advancing racial integration. T h e
State Commissioner of Education should
have authority himself, or through dele-
gation to the central education agency,
to overrule measures that support seg-
regation or other practices inimical to an
open society.
"14. The Community School System
should go into effect for the second year
beginning September, 1969, assuming
passage of the necessary legislation.
"15. The main responsibility for su-
pervising the transition from the existing
system to the Community School System
should rest with the State Commissioner
of Education. The principal planning and
operational functions should be assigned
to a Temporary Commission on Transi-
tion, which should work closely with the
curysynt Board of Education, the superin-
tendent of schools and his staff.
"16. The transition period should in-
clude extensive programs of discussion
and orientation operations and responsi-
bilities under Community School System
and on educational goals. School board
members should be afforded opportuni-
ties for training and be provided with
technical assistance on budgeting, curri-
culum, and other school functions."
While the Bundy Report is no "cure-
all," it goes a long way farther t h a 13
anything conceived by the Chicago sys-
tem. The report recognized the impor-
tance of community power over finance
and personnel and curriculum as being
important prerequisites to any transfer
of power within the schools.
Giardino said this of the Report:
"Serious problems arise in recasting, in
one quick stroke, the largest educational
system in the world ... We must be rea-
sonably sure that a plan will he success-
ful and we do not feel sufficient assur-
ance in the plan submitted. Rather than
a rigidly timed and mandated set of pro-
cedures, we prefer a more deliberate
process. Moreover, we believe there are
constructive legislative alternatives that
can achieve many of the same goals
without as many dangers."
As you see, he seems dedicated to
"programs of planning for a long time
to do nothing and make no changes for
a long time " Incidentally, Giardino was
president of the Board of Education tn
New York
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'0 Lord, help me to understand that
you ain't swine to let nuthin' come my
way that you and me together can't
handle". Apples of Gold.
Presidential Retptioa..the trustees,
faculty, students and staff of LeMoyne-
Owen College honored Dr. and Mrs.
Hollis F. Price, with a reception t'other
night on the campus of the college in the
Alma C. Hanson Memorial Student Cen-
ter.
Dr. Price and his Althea have
spent twenty-five years at the college
and for lo' those many years were and
still are, favorite people to the college
community and the city. She was espe-
cially stunning in a silver metallic shirt-
waist dress which gave shimmering
highlights to her frosty tresses.
Dr. Price who has streched out his
hands through the years to touch so
many people in the esa of humanity was
named President Emeritus of the col-
lege. His succesor, President Odell
Horton was the masterful master of
ceremonies during the prograin
part of the evening. Edwin
Daistrom, long time member of t h e
trustees presented Dr. Price, a hand-
some copper plaque with the Hollis F.
Price Library pictured in the b a c k -
ground.
Contempora
by ERMA LEE LAWS Woman's Editor
President Horton was profuse in his
praise for Dr. Price and our own per-
sonal information tells us that he initiat-
ed the idea for the copper plaque and
saw that the design was implemented.
His charming better half Evle was fash-
ionable in a blue -gilt
Ebony Farallon Fai.r..the "Liberated
Look" unfolded and liafurled itself with
all the oomph, dash, sophistication and
other beautiful Pt i'eteras that are to he
expected from the Black Johnson Pub-
lishing Compan event.
The event which is a social must on
the calendars of so many folks repre-
sents much more than a social occasion.
Patrice King is Miss Teenage Queen in Gimbles Pageant
By TOBI S. JOHNSON
At long last, Pittsburgh
has a "Miss Teenage Queen"
who is bright, clever, intelli-
gent, scholastically sound,
attractive and . . . black.
Patrice King, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George King
of Sheraden is sixteen, a
junior at Langley High
School and is one of the
very active young students
in the school. She is a cheer-
leader and a member of
both the Student Council
and the Junior Class Execu-
tive Council.
Eight young girls, some
seniors, some juniors, were
finalists. A series of ap-
pearances before panels of
judges, made the finals
an exciting affair.
Talent night found Patrice
giving the tower scene
from Anne of the Thousand
Days. That scene finds
Anne waiting to find out
whether Henry s ill have
her executed or let her live.
Patrice King, who plans
to go to college, will study
drama when she reaches
the college of her choice.
During the last session
with the judges. Patrice and
the seven other girls were
on stage for poise, groom-
ing, the ability to speak up
and answer intelligently,
questions thrust at them by
members of the panel. She
was never at a loss for
words. Her answers were
bright, knowledgeable. Not
only did she hold her own,
she hit the top spot'
The "Miss Teenage Pitts-
burgh Pageant" is sponsor-
ed annually by Gimbels so




—Three black dancers will
appear in the Pittsburgh
Ballet Theatre's presenta-
tion of "Nutcracker." a
spectacular pre-hol iday
extravaganza to be perform-
ed at Pittsburgh's Syria
Mosque, December 13 and
19 at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.
Charon Battles of 1702
LaPorte Street. Leslie Ander-
son 8382 Vidette Street, and
Debora Perkins of 3926
Vancroft Street will dance
in the gala family enter-
tainment which will feature
the artistry and talent of
over 200 singers, actors and
musicians as well as over 80
dancers from the Ballet
Theatre.
The company, in affiliation
with the Pittsburgh Play-
house and Point Park Col-
lege has received wide ac-
claim as the Tri-State area's
only resident dance com-
pany. Founded by Interna-
tionally known dancer and
chDreographer, Nicolas
Petrov, the Ballet Theatre
will feature guest artiszs
Niolette Verdy and Edward
Villella of the New York
City Ballet. Heading the
cast of principal dancers
are Patricia Klekovic and
Kenneth Johnson, formerly
of Ruth Page's International
Ballet.
In addition to the Ballet
Theatre's four full-length
performances of "Nu t•
cracker," one of only two
such presentations in the
nation, Mr. Petrov also has
scheduled for the season.
"Swan Lake" and three one-
act ballets . . "Peter and
the Wolf." "Night on Bald
Mountain," and "Walpurgis
Nacht" . for the Play-
house Junior Series. A Sum-
mer Dance Festival will in-
clude within a varied pro-
gram the world premiere of
Nicolas Petrov's own "Visi-
tor From Pittsopolis."
In a major coup quietly
effected by Arthur Blum,
the president of Point Park
College, Alexander Filipov,
the young Russian who re-
cently left the Moiseyev
classical ballet troupe, has
joined the Pittsburgh Ballet
Theatre. To appear through,
out the season as "perman-
ent guest-artist-in-residence,"
the gifted 22-year-old lam-
basted the restrictions im-
posed upon artists and cul-
tural envoys of the USSR.'
"I am looking forward to
the possibilities of tremen-
dous artistic freedom in the
United States." Filipoy ex-




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




" AWAY ALL BOATS "
JEFF CHANDLEH HILHARU BOONE
4COLO*) A green crew ender. a demanding
proves cedregeous %Own they go into 7:30
gent girl may have the
chance to complete in the
Miss Teen age America
Pageant in Fort Worth.
Texas and have the -opportu-
nity to win a $10,000 college
scholarship.
There were three Nero
girls in the serni-flnais, Miss
King, and Miss Rhonda
Backers and Miss Vicki
Hudson.
BELLERINAS — Two of the three black
ballerinas in Pittsburgh's Ballet Theatrv's
presentation of "Nutcracker", December 13
Patrice King will fly to
rt Worth sometime in
Decem her to take part
m the rousing climax of
th[l geNaTts Teenage America
P 
and 19, are shovin here in their gala gowns.
Charon Battles is to the right and Leslie
Anderson to the left.
An Old Forester kind of gift.
It a taste that been celebrated for ma years.
Now you have two reasons to give Old Forester.
Great taste. And good Iook
c
At 8o oi 100 prow " rhere is nothing better in the market.'
3511 PARK
. 1578 LAMAR
tpen Sund,iys :trir For Your Shopping Convenience A
Tis just another one of those occasions
where we can do our own "thang" em -
phasing that Black is truly Beautiful.'
Nettie (Mr. Samuel) Crossley is
President of the Memphis Alumnae Chap-
ter qf Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc..
who sponsored the event to benefit the
sorority's scholarship fund.
And Elice Reece, another member of
the sorority feted the Fashion Fair
models with a wine and spaghetti 'sup-
per immediately following the show.
ihr's a member of the Black. Young and
Beautiful Group, of which we are so
proud...one of our Co-Ettes when she
was a high schooler.
More of This N' That. .Mertis Ewell
las a full schedule of concerts.. She will
he in St. Croix. Virgin Islands in Decem-
ber to sing under the auspices of the 16th
Episcopal District of the AME Church
of which Bishop G Wayne Blakley
Bishop.. then down in Kingston Jamaica
n February and April. Calhryn R. John-
son will accompany her as pianist.
You remember how impressed Sena-
tor Edward Kennedy was with Mertis'
singing at the first Memorial March in
Memphis for Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. The Sena:ors autographed picture
occupies a place of prominence on the
piano in Mertis' home.
Odell Hobbs, Director of the Music
Department a! Virginia Union College
n Richmond, ‘'irginia was so impressed
with our little songbird's singing that he
invited her to be a guest soloist with hi-,
choir during the spring.
Mr. Hobbs ‘‘as in our city to direc?
the West Tennessee Chorus of 300 voices
during the WTEA convention, at the
Auditorium. While here he was enter-
tained by local musicians at the Living
Room which included John and Lois
Clayborn, Gewndolyn Fife, Lulah Hedge.
man, Delores Breck, !tattle Swearengen,
Fender and Alex and Margaret
sanders.
Merits also appeared in the local
operas during the season and after the
production of Faust...Dr. Aden Barlwo,
and the Rev. John R. Symonds, gave a
reception for the cast and among the
party goers in addition to Mertis there
;ere Lois and John Clayborn, Billy
;ayle Miles, James Robinson, Emma
Ballard, W. I.. Benford, Helen Shelby,
and Deborah Gleese among others.
"Spress Yourself" at the NAACP
"Miss Social Belle Ball" December 4.
The NAACP has been expressing our
needs for ao many years and now here's
another opportunity for us to contribute
funds to the civil rights organization.
‘'elma Lois Jones is Chairman of the.
Freedom Fund Committee and Leroy
Clark is President of the Memphis
Branch NAACP.
Eunice Carruthers, another one of
those prime examples of Black is Beauti-
ttil has opened her ne‘‘ shop, Unis of
Memphis in the Metro Shopping Plaza
on ('rump Blvd. You'll love the fashions
...go by and see Etini.v.
And Hazel and Ned Sims are very
happy with their new "boarder', Nicho-
las Gerel Sims who is about six weeks
()Id. He's their first born.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis
Bolted In lesamphls by Memphions
 rushed 'Jailed dolly to your ItIg























17 LBS. & UP 29cLB.
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5 lb. Bag 5°
MORTON
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Skull at 12:45 4:15 7:55
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Girls. early Christmas shopping is
a deligbtful way to take any pres-
sure ‘41 of the annual chore of
what to choose for the man in
your life. As usual, I know pretty
we whit to get for the young-
sters, bat for my husband ... well
tha.'s something else-again.
One Answer is T0018
This year, however, I think I've
got chi: problem licked. I have de-
cided tat this year, Ill take ad-
vantage of SEARS Fall Hardware
Week, 1'11 give tools, even th3ugh
my husband isn't a big do-it.
yourserter. I'm sure he'll get a lot
of fun and use out of his power
tools from SEARS. Girls, selfishly
I'm thinking of many of the fun
repairs and small building projects
around the house. These never
seem to get done, largely (my hus-
band always assures me) because
we lack" proper tools. Shelves I'd
like: minor repairs on a couple of
my favorite chairs; and maybe
there's a hobby project or two.
Lots of uses for tools once you
And with today's high cost of
repairs, chances are the tools will
more than pay for themselves aft-
er a few do-it-yourself projects.
Truly Great
Selection
Of course, it's going to be a lot of
fun to choose from so wide a se-
lection of tools as SEARS offers.
For instance: They have electric
grinders, sanders, drills, radial arm
saws and many other types of
saws, routers, as well as a wide
variety of hand tools and socket
sets. Well, now you see my dilem-
ma. I hear tell also that these
SEARS power saws are the great-
est. Their 10-inch radial arm saw
has accessories available such as a
stand and a sawdust collector.,
which even appeals to me. Their
;pinch bench saw can also be
had with a base and other acces-
sories. Their 71/2-inch hand circu-
lar saw cuts through thick stock
and the angle of cut is easily ad-
justed. Some of SEARS scrolla
saws have a pressure sensitive
guide, which automatically turns
the blade to follow the line of cut
(this you should see). And then
there's the router kit that lets you
trim, cut, bevel, groove and do all
sorts of jobs with wood or plastic.
The mechanics' hand tool set
boasts 87 pieces and there's even
a .3/8-inch electric drill with van
able speed control for different
jobs. I've only mentioned a few
of the tools, there's loads more.
Now, you tell me, how does a
woman go about choosing tools
for a man, especially when there
is such a wide choice? Hint . . .
I may just have to take my hus-
band on a make believe shopping
spree and let him tell me. I figure
there's no better time to dror a
few hints of my own list. Christ-
mas is coming for me, too.
Start Your Shopping
Off Right
Early is the best time to in your
Christmas shopping. Believe me.
the selection is bette:, the weather
is better, prices seem much lower,
and it's easia to get your husband
to go along. So when you start.
remember to head for SEARS.
JOAN GOLDEN
for... .
SEARS, ROIEUCK AND CO.
Hamilton news
High School News
This is Beverly Williams
and Vontyna Noel around
Hamilton's Wildcats den.
We're bringing you the best
because we're not like the
rest.
SPOTLIGHT
Our spot this week is on a
very handsome young man
by the name of Mr. Leves-
ter Jones. Mr. Jones is an
Algebra and Physics teacher
who is completing his
seventh (7) year of Teach-
ing at Hamilton High School
beginning in 1964.
He received his High
School Education at Sims
High School, Holy Springs,
Mississippi, Mr. Jones grad-
duated number one in his
college class.
After teaching three years
in the Tate County School
System, Co ldwater. Mis-
sissippi, he took a leave of
absence and entered grad-
uate school at Fisk Univer-
sity, Nashville, Tenn. and
received the Master of Art
in Science Education in
1964. There he also attended
National Science Institutes
in Science and Mathematics
at Texas Southern Univer-
sity, Houston, Texas in 1963,
Wake Forest College. Win-
ston-Salem, North Carolina
on 1966, Oak Ridge Institute
of Nuclear Studies, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee in 1964,
and Christian Brothers Col-
lege. Memphis, Tennessee
in 1967 and 1968.
At Hamilton he's a repre-
sentative for the faculty,
now for three years and
serves as a member of the
Research Committee with
Memphis. He's also a mem-
ber of Judge Turner's Juve-
nile Court Division and
serves as an Auxiliary Pro-
bation Officer.
Mr. Jones resides at 1819
Benning Street. His wife,
Mrs. Shirley Jones. is a
Home Economics teacher
at Whitehaven High School
and a daughter, Sheryl




On November 11 our school
participated in the Veteran
Day Parade. The organiza-
tion that participated was
the band, majorettes.
R. 0. T. C. sponsors, and
the drill team. kW we must
say they really did Weir
thing.'
Fashions
As we approach the scene
we were digging on some
of the lated fashions. Some
of the new threads worn
are mini, maxi, midi, gau-
cho suits, and of course the
fake furs,, leathers, and
suede coats to top it off.
There are also boots in all
styles to co-ordinance with
these mod styles. Some of
the gals seen wearing these
bad styles: Pamela Brov1h,





Freida B r iggs, Charlotte
Faulkner, Cheryl Carlton
and Barbara Holton.
Our guys are setting the
scene in their super fine
coats, knits, boots and
suits. Some of them are
sporting these styles such
as: Van Patterson, Ira Dot-
son, Eddie Foster, Micheal
Ramson, Ceasar Aughty,
Denis Williams, Frank Rich-
mond. .Harold Garner, Ron-
ald Sanders, Charles Nel-
son, and Gary Harris. •




time has come to






Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life —Cocola.r.,,,a-C 
It's the rea
Coke.
Lane Band to march in Detroit Mich.
The band that thrilled the
hearts of millions on CBS
national television last month
at halftime during a football
game between the Green Bay
Packers and Minnesota Vik-
ings in County Stadium, Mil-
ss Wisconsin was the
Lane College Dragons March-
ing Band of Jackson Tennes-
see.
The band has been select
ed to march in Detroit,
Thanksgiving Day, Novem-
ber 26, 1970.
In addition to these perfor-
mances, the band performs
at all Lane College home
around our school. Some of






Noel, Sherilyn Batts, Debra
Harrison, S h eila Harris,
Gwenda Silstrap, Barbara
Moore, Janet Miller, Sheila
Mitchell, Willie Mae
Brookins. Ronald Collins,
Sandra Parson, Millie Mc-
Ghee, Robert Newman,
Ricky Newton, Annete
Smith: C a r rie Morrison,
Anne Greene, Diane Glasp-
ter, Derek Shaw, Beverly
Wells, Anita Wells, Stine,
Lena Woods, Jo Anne Udell,
Dwight F o n dren, Paula
Casey, Ricky Luellun, Wal-
ter Mc Bride, Steve Coxs,
Larry S i mpson, Beverly
Woods, Napoleon Briggs,
Johnny Mabrey, Subrienia
Bridgeport. L a I ita Noel,
Linda Hobson, and Burnetta
Echols.
Top Couples
1, James Hayes & Rita
Smith
2. Bonita Chandler & Ro-
bert Mongomery
3. Vivian Poag & Berkl
Buckles
4. Faye Wright & Bruce
Jones
5. William Warr & Phyllis
Waldell
6. Carl Brown & Sederia
Boyd
7. Mickey Williams & Debra
Lewis





Hides That GRAY 
vit 4
In huff? ininstss 14•4°




e . even 4.e,
dull, faded hair be-
comes younger looking, .
dark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND'
Hair Colorising won't rub off
or wash out. Sole with per-
=meats, to0. Choice of
5 natural shades





Netnim Ws. to buy
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by the people in your town whO bring you Coca Cola.
r " 0,0 I • A•t el.cos••••• 1•404.  1•• roN1.1,11. In. WO( r l• r • -Or, 1.17 .....
football games and take
part in several local parades
within Tennessee and fre-
quently receive invitations
from adjacent states for per-
formances, either marching
or concerts.
Kenneth C. Sampson has
directed the band since 1967.
The drum major is Scott
L. Moore, a second year
student and a graduate of
Rosa Fort High School
Tunica, Mississippi. Ile is
assisted by Anthony Burman,
a 1970 graduate of Howard
High School Chattanooga,
9. Larry Patton & Sheila
Harris
10, Carolyn Williams & Le-
roy Hale
11. Ben Brown & Dorothy
Frison
12. Kenny Hill & Kim
Bridges
13. Cornell Watkins & Sheila
Mitchell
14. Bridgette Jones & Wil-
liam Crutcher
15. Denise Keys & Nokimis
Yelldell
Tennessee. Featured twirl-
lers for the band are Reatha
Conley ( Miss Lane College
1970-71) a graduate of Booker
T. Washington High School,
Memphis, T e nnesse, and
Forrestine Cook, a graduate
of Hamilton High School,
Memphis, Tennessee, both in
their third veer.
a •





2901 Mimosa; between Tillman &
Call, or go by and see onsite Rental Of-
fice, at center of Project, 202 West Red
Oak, Apt. No. 3. 327-9740.
110 NOP* RAIN 1 MONEM14111
Realtors




















The luck of the Scotch. _
Johnnie Walker Red
So smooth-world's best selling Scotch
BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS. ITD., NEW YORK, NEW YORK
MON-CLAIRE
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
Back to School?










Tapered Wig $1095 1
Long Pall 19 95 Afro-Wig19 9 5
•
RANK AME CAF-4) LAY- A- WAY MASTER CHARGE
Expert Styling $350
14 North Main 1-"\-1\iii') 527-3619
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By Carlotta Watson, Counselor
otimiiiimeemanseamaparamoiairsortwporiguniusaview
Musing: Worry is interest paid on trouble before
Dear Carlotta: We are a happily married couple
in our lote sixties. We are active and enjoy life and
each other. We have a good relationship, except for
one area of conflict. My husband seems to resent keep-
ing me inforrriPd of our financial situation. He won't
even discuss his WILL with me. It was a problem in
our younger years, but I feel now we're getting on I
really need to knows about these matters. Can you help
me? Worried wife.
Deaf Worried Wife: Authorities in the financial'
rield agree with you that it is important for a wife to
be aware of the family's finances. It is especially
important for the mature wife to be educated in these
natters. Since the WILL concerns you as well as
Tour husband, it is essential that you know of its
provisions NOW. At a time of grief and bereavement
s not the time to learn about executors and heirs.
Experts say that every wife should know the
name of her husband's insurance agent, his lawyer and
.xecutor. In addition, she should know about the day to
jay family finances.
Why not enlist the help of his attorney to convince
your:husband to keep you informed. I have heard of a
;mal$ book by Donald Rogers. "Teach your Wife to






— Etabattled black resi-
deptrAK Cairo, Ill., recently
demalmied that the Federal
Connamications C o m mis-
s* revoke the license of
Station WKRO, the river
toilin's only radio outlet, on
the ground and the station
is inciting the community
to: racial violence.
The Black United Front,
a p umbrella organization
that claims to represent 40
pet cent or more of the
citizens of Cairo who are
black, has filed a petition
with the FCC to deny re-
newal of the license of
WIRD, whose president,
Merrill C. Currier, is a di-
rector of the Cairo United
Cifriens for C ommunity
Action, a white citzens
council which is charac-
tedged by the petitioners
as.-411ite local white vigilante
mevement."
The United Front has
beee7aided by the Office of
Corninunication of the
Miffed Church of Christ in
filing- the petition and in
efforts to gain representation






& V.A. Certificates Issued
—Master Charge & Bonk.
Anwevicard Accepted—Our Sys-






The Rev. Charles E. Koen
is executive director of thern
Front which includes in its
membership all of the black
organizations and churches;
in Cairo.
A virtual civil war has
been going on for two years
between the black and
whkte residents of Cairo,
the petition alleges. Hardly
a day passes without gun-
fire.
Arson is common and
-virtually each street has
its burned out building,"
according to the petition.
The station is also accused
of claiming on the air that
the Front engages in ''arson
and sniping," without al-
lowing rebuttal from the
Front to be aired.
The station is also accused
of denying news coverage toi
the black community. One
such incident cited was re-
fusal of WKRO to include
in news reports that a medi-
cal team had been flown
into Cairo to treat blacks
who are unable to obtain
medical care locally, al-
though the visit of the doc-
tors received national news'
coverage.
WKRO is accused of fail-
ing to consult the black
community t o d etermine l
its need for programming
and of flouting the fair em-
ployment practices rule of
the FCC by refusing to
employ blacks in technical,'
programming a n d m an-
agerial posts.
"WKRO has a staff of 22
people. Only one of these
employees is black. Predict-
ably, he is the junior,"
the petition states.
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DOWNTOWN • a so. MAIN • 5274436
UNION AVE. • 19192 UNION • 274-2461
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 39S-0044
GuIDEposorl letas to host regional conference
Plans to hat the South
Central Relion7.1 Conference
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc. April 9 10. 1971 was
important on the agenda of
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter for
the November meeting at
Robilio's. The three under-
graduate chapters at Le-
Moyne-Owen, Memphis State
and Lane, as well as the Zeta
Amicae of Memphis will
serve as hostesses. Head-
quarters will he the Shearton-
Peabody for the delegation
of graduate and undergrad-




• Committee and the Admini-
strative Regional Conference
Committee will meet Satur-
day morning at the residence
of Mrs. Marie S. Jordan for
a Planning Session with the
Regional Director, ‘Irs.
M'Elena Matthews of Missis-
sippi Valley State College,
Itta Bens, Mississippi. Mrs.
Pauline S. Allen, past Re-
gional Director is Regional
Marshall and Mrs, Loretta
H. Kateo, Baslleus.
Other newsbits as reported
by the Antapokritis, Mrs. B.
A. E. Callaway were: (11
Support of the NAACP
"Miss Social Belle Con-
test to culminate with the
Ball, December 4 at the
Showcase. Miss Patricia
Tate. a student at Snowden
Jr. High is a contestant. She
is the daughter of Mrs.
Ernestine Flowers, a Zeta
neophyte (2) A Christmas
Candy Sale through the dili-
gent efforts of Mrs. Rosetta
Peterson, Associate Regional
Director. (31 A Brunch at
the home of Mrs. Pauline
S. Allen during a visit of Dr.
Maggie Daniels, Wiley Col-
lege professor and past Na-
tions' First Anti-Basileus and
Chairman of the Executive
Board.
Courtesies were also ex-
tended by !Mesdames Utoka
Q. Jordan and Bernice A. E
Callav,ay.
The large number of Zeta
women attired in the season's
fashions enjoyed the hospi-
tality of hostesses Mesdames!
Mabel Hudson, Juliet Jones)
Marie Jordan. Utoka Jordani
and Loretta Kateo. Guests
Cathy Gree and Blanche
••••,•
•
Alton of Rho Gamma Chap-
ter at Memphis State were
stunning in their blue and
‘‘ box probation costumes
A ROMAN
CATHOLIC NUN
who worked among Negroes and
Indians just after the Civil War;
to learn mor• about her, tree,
Mother Katharine, Drexel
Guild, Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament, 1663 Bristol Pike
Cornwell% Heights, Pa. 19020 
Something to be thankful for




The Polaroid Colorpack II Land camera
won't keep you waiting on Thanksgiving
Day. It gives you a color picture in a minute.
Or a black-and-white in seconds.
An electric eye and electronic shutter
automatically set the correct exposure—
indoors or out. The 3-element lens gives
sharp pictures. And the built-in flashgun
uses 4-shot flashcubes for indoor shots.
Just drop in a film pack, shoot, and pull
out the film. In seconds you see a finished
picture. So get yourself a Polaroid
Colorpack II. In a minute or less you'll































7.7516.70x15 - 15.88 2.19





* Strong 4-ply nylon cord
* Rugged long-wearing
Dynatuf tread rubber
Most Tubeles: Whitewalls Only 43 More
Sears Tire and Auto Centers Open 8. 30 A.M.
SINOP AT SEARS AND SAYE
• Silataction Guaranteed er
Yew Meow lack
Sears SHIM V. ENI '200 Southiand Nal
396.5151




CROSSTOIN TII1R I/ ST.
495 so. Croislowa 906 S. 'third
2760411 744-3730
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
IVIHITEHAVEN)
EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL I
OPEN 24 HRS.
II A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.




2-Limit Whole Spiced in Extra Heavy
HUNT'S Syrup With Pitts loosened
Peaches 30 0.z. can 250
LE SEUER Very young tender small




Fruit Pies 7kog.z 25*
DIXIE LILLY I-Limit 5 lb. Bag
Meal Mix 390
HEINZ Ketchup Lovers Size
3-Limit
Ketchup 26 oz. Btl. 35*




















Ends & Centers Mixed
Lb. 534






















Reg. 54C lb. lb
Young pianist to give
a recital here Sunday
A talented young pianist,
who has been acclaimed as
one of the most gifted artists
of our times, will be present-
ed in recital this Sunday aft-
ernoon, Nov. 22, at the Long-
view Heights Seventh D a y
Adventist Church at 685 E.
Mallory ave., and the public
is invited.
The pianist is Miss Gail
Denise Jones, daughter of
Mr. Claude Jones, Sr., of
Memphis, and the late Mrs.
Jones.
Miss Jones, who is a junior
at Highland Academy at
Portland. Tenn.. has been
studying the piano since her
parents presented her a toy
instrument at the age of
three.
A native of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Miss Jones. who is presently
16, was brought to Memphis
in 1957. Her mother enrolled
her in the Hattie B. Moseley
School of Music at the age of
six. Under the guidance of
Mrs. Moseley. the young
pianist has received six
awards and pins from the
National Guild of Piano
, Teachers and two awards
from the Memphis Press
Scimitar for the Ted Mack's
Talent Show at the Fair-
ground.
She attended the Alcy
Seventh D a y Adventist
Church School and was grad-
uated from Memphis Junior
Academy.
In 1969. Miss Jones won
an award at the Scholarship
Music Festival and was privi-







Prices in the ad effective noon, Nov 18 thru
midnight Nov 25 We reserve the
right to limit Quantities. None solo to dealerc
HUNT'S
Tomato Sauce 8 oz. Can 39*
DIXIE DANDY
YAMS in syrup 29 oz. can 25*





42 oz. Can 75*
LUCKY LEAF




16 oz. Can 230
SACRAMENTO
Fruit Cocktail 1702. Can 250
LIPTON Pp. of 2 envelopes
Onion Soup & Dip Mix 37*
DEL MONTE 3002. Can
Pumpkin Pie Mix 38*
Fred Mentesi
SLICED BACON
Fred Montesi or Armour Star
(Reg. 54t) (Reg. 571)
Lb. le Lb. 4C
or Fisher Beef Bacon
(Reg. 113e )
Lb. 30c
With this ("upon and 5.00 additional
Purchase excluding value of coupon
merchandise (fresh milk products anti-
Freeie and tobacco excluded In corn-
Quince with state law). Coupon expires •
noon Vifednesday. Nov ) 5,1970.
One Coupon per Faintly per week. 0)11
COUPON -
-?iTltr.i
A hav eatifiat, hadezh.Aetaiq &
- 
Glftin
ted Dr. Hubert A. Hermann,
who presented her in the
Summer Music Festival Con-
cert and again before his
graduate students.
Proceeds from the con-
cert will go to the Athletic
and Recreation Division of
the Longview Heights Sev-
enth Day Adventist Church
Missionary volunteer society
for the benefit of young peo-
ple of the church and the
community.
The concert will be present
ed in the church's sanctuar,.
Donations will be one dollar
for adults and 50 cents for
students.
For information a bou t ,
tickets, call 321-1593 o r
9,16-2423.
633 Keel Ave.
8 POOPPIS. 2 baths.
FRIWIS
1549.51 Maplewood St. $ 7.750
?rooms, 2 baths, • No Doliel,
FRIWIS Payment
VA To Make No Repairs Or
Utility Check
4606 Percy Road $10,950
5 rooms. 1 bath. BV $2.50
Down
3384 Rochester $10,2.50









690 North 6th Street I 4.950
11 rooms. 4 baths, FR AU Cash
VA To Make No Repairs Or
Utility Check
1752 Carlyle $17,950
6 rooms. 2 baths. FR $450
Down
2150 Howell Street $ 8.950







The Elks sponsored Blues
Bowl is expected to draw
more attention from sports
fans than ever before. It is
now in its 32nd year after
being founded by George W.
Lee, of Atlanta Life Insur-
ance, in nineteein thirty-eight.
The game itself will cotn-
-
memorate and will be dedi-
cated to the late W.C. Handy,
the "father of the blues",
who passed on to his reward
in 1958, before he had a
chance to see his beloved
evening sun go down and
two crack football teams of




the game will be furni;hed
by the Lane College Dragon's
Marching Band, the band
that thrilled the hearts of
millions on CBS national
television last month at half-
time during a football game
Vikings.
the Packers and 
The two teams selected by
the MIAA to meet on the
gridiron will be the Lions
from Lester and the Scrap-
pers from Southsicle High
School, who are ranked third





Very smooth. Wry special.
Very Canadian.










They're excitingly fresh attractively foil wrapped!
Many blooms in each and every pot. Many assorted
blooms to choose from.
EASTGATE SOUTHGATE GATEWAY -
5100 Park Ave. 1833 So. Third St. 3230 Jackson Ave.
s I-ORE HOURS: 10 A.M.-9 30 P.M. DAILY; OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6 PM
frof 0.11*, •
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1970 DEFENDER
•
nor,




• •• Cnilcuen's Television Work-
shop, creators of the widely
acclaimed "Sesame Street"
-:television series for children
,between ages three and six,
,today announced it was going
ahead with a brand new
experimental s e ries for
" seven-to 10-year-olds d e -
• signed to see if TV can help
-,,.,viate the reading problem in
alleviate the reading problem
in this country.
The announcement was
made by Workshop President
Joan Ganz Cooney today be-
fore the annual meeting of
the National Association of
Educational B r o adcasters.
Mrs. Cooney said the new




--will premiere October 25,
171 and will be a daily
half-hour program to be
broadcast oval- the public TV
system.
Cites 'Education Crisis'
Appealing to the broadcas
ters for support for the new
series, Mrs. Cooney saw
"there is very little question
that there exists in the Unit-
ed States a crisis in edu-
cation. We believe that tele-
vision at this point has an
extraordinary o p p ortunity
to help meet the problem."
She said the reading pro-
gram, already the subject of
almost a year of feasibility
studies, "will be even more
experimental than Staame
Street has been. We will use
••••
SAN ANTONIO—Airman Ricky J. Vi'afford. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy L. Mefferd of 922 Joseph Pl., Memphis, Tenn.,
has completed basic trairtng at Lackland AFB, Tex'. He is
remaining at Lackli,nd for training as a security policeman.
: Airman Watford is a 1988 graduate of Manassas High School.
Get theBest
Used Cars From the
Get Mire Deeler!
0 t925 UNION AVE.zFisHER 275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444 )
Moir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order New
For Individuals And Groups




241 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
YOUR Company Maim What Yew Ask foe Aa4








•••.• OOOO O CALL •—• ..... •••
I. G. RENCHER
948-5691
396-6351 After 6:00 P.M.
new show to help teach reading
no one single method of
teaching reading, but offer
several methods in our at-
tenpt to suit the learning
styles of as many youngsters
as is pos -ible."
"We will be making special
efforts in the area of what
we call utilization to reach
the children of poverty, ru-
ral and in the inner cities,'
she said.
"There is no question what-
soever that our economic and
social progress as a nation
depends in large measure on
teaching every normal
child--and adult-to read."
Mrs. Cooney cited esti-
mates that 20 million, or 40
per cent of America's public
school pupils, are "reading
cripples" and that another
24 million Americans of 18
years old or older have al-
ready left school without
learning to read.
"The President's Right to
Read must become a top
priority," she said. "As it has
been put, reading is educa-
tion's moon--the target for
the decade ahead.!"
Mrs. Cooney told the broad-
casters that the new series is
scheduled to be aired at 11
a.m., and again in the late
afternopn, prime time for
the home viewing of the
show since the "tai get audi-
ence" will be at school in the
morning. "We believe many
schools will be interested in
airing the show during school
hours," she added
Seeks Funds For Show
She said the Workshoip
hopes to gain funding for the
'Set-go' eyes aid
to all dropouts
CHICAGO — An addition to
the counseling staff of Set-
Go, the college talent search
program at Central YMCA
Community College, was an-
nounced earlier this week.
Rosa Hernandez. 1948 N
Wilnot, will concern herself
with recruiting dropouts who
are looking for jobs and en-
courage them to consider
going back to school, the De-
fender was informed.
Se't-Go (support and en-
couragement for talen t,
gateway to opportunity) is
a government funded p r ()-
gram through which out-
reach workers and counse-
lors seek inner city youth
with college potential and
place them at colleges
throughout the country.
Young people who have
not considered as college-
ready, are reached through
outreach workers, YMCA
street workers, clubs, agen-
cies and high school.
reading show from the U.S.
Office of Education, the
Corporation for Public Broad-
casting, Ford Foundation and
Carnegie Corporation. "all of
which gave us both faith and
funds to create and broadcast
Sesame Street *hen it was
an idea of unknown quality or
effect."
She said that developing
the new show will be expen-
sive, "but if the series ap-
proaches the expectations we
have for it, the cast per
child will be' tiny. And
whether we succeed entirely
or not, the series cannot help
but aid some of the nation's
youngsters. The new shOw
will he just as thoroughly
researched and tested as
was Sesame Street, and at
this point we can hope it
will be just as fruitful"
No firm cost estimates for
the new series have as yet
been determined, but the
Workshop said it expected to
make formal presentations to
potential backers within the
next few weeks. Today's
announcement came after
almost a year of feasibility
studies to 'determine if tele-
vision could effectively teach
selected b a s ic, reading
skills.
Mrs. Cooney was joined in
describing production and
research aspects of the new
program by David D. Con-
nell, vice president and ex-
ecutive producer of the
Workshop: Dr. Edward Pal-
mer, vice president anedi-
rector of research, and Sam-
ducer in charge of the new
in charge of the new project.
'Maximizing The Impact'
Connell said that in the
production approach to the
new series. "Sesame Street
will serve as our developmen-
tal model, but that will be the
only direct connection betwee
the two series."
He asked the broadcasters
to try to air the two shows
"back to back", with the
reading series following "Se-
same Street" to maximize






This is one of the easiest 'to install and most popular of all
electric heating systems. Slim-lined and inconspicuous,. base-
board units go neatly under windows where heat is needed
most. You get a blanket of gently rising warm air that does
away with cold, drafty floors. Like to rearrange furniture?
Diseboarcl-heat gives you complete freedom. Chairs or chests
can even go in front of units without affecting operating
efficiency. Individual thermostats allow rooms to be kept at.
varying temperatures.
Gibbon pointed nut that the
new show is not intended to
provide a co in pre heogiv e
beginning r e ading cuiri-
culm. "Rather, we will focus
on the development of certain
basic reading skills chMen
because they meet the most
critical and pervasive readin
needs of the target audience
and because they lend them-
selves to television presenta•
lion."
Dr. Palmer, said research
and evaluation for the read-
ing show would follow the
operational model developed
for Sesame Street. He noted
that the recently completed
two-year study of Sesame
Street by the Educational
Testing Service found that
show -excellent" for teach-
ing most of the skills estab-
lished by the program's
gials and "justifies that we
have in fact been doing things
right."
He said he soon expected
to release a final version of
instructional goals for the
reading show.
Electric ceiling cable
Heat radiates downward from electric wires imbedded in the
ceiling. This warms floors and walls, which in turn warm the
air. It's like-basking in the sun. Entire system is completely
hidden, completely silent, controlled by individual room ther-
mostats. Again, there's nothing to keep you from placing
furniture wherever you like, because the heating system is in
the ceiling. Electric safety codes specify in detail how to in-
stall ceiling cable. Since there are no moving parts, you enjoy
years of trouble-free service.
For expert help on selecting the best heating system
for your remodeling plans, call on an MLGW heating specialist.
Phone 528-4141
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Elks getting ready for 32nd.. Blues Bow
•
Pictured above is from left to right Lt. George W. Lee, Professor Hobson, and 1.1. Geo. Whitney as they hold the football to be used in the coming
Blues Rowl Game.
Above o/i. participants in Oratorical Contest, sponsored by Th•mphis Elks in which four million dollars in
Scholarship Aid has been given away.
The lane ()liege Dragons under the direction of Kenneth f'. sampson will pro% ide the fans attending the Blues
Bowl Game with musical quality and enjoyment.
Surrounding Lt. George W. Lee, founder of the Blues Bowl Game, are members of the 1970 Blues Bowl Com-
mittee.
One of the last banquets in which the late trumpet featuring the opening of more than
W.C. Handy took part with his golden 17 Blues Bowl games.
01,1
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 28, 1970 -- E. H. Crump Stadium Benefit Christmas fund for the poor
eh.
6141.





Combatted From Page 1
Whalum is keenly aware that
tie Republican winner was elected with
°Minium support from the black coin-
teaulty. lie says, "This is bad, because
Me. Dunn is not obligated to do any-
Sig for blacks and this is bad."
Whalum along with Colonel George
AILLee, as with other supporters of the
le.or-elect, realizes the need f o r
in both parties.
7:.dilonel Lee, well-known Republican
Milner in Shelby County and Tennessee
std, "It is unfortunate and tragic that
more blacks did not support Mr. Dunn."
-- In order to keep both parties liber-
=blacks should be all crowded togther
sIN conjested in one party. Anytime
Sleeks crowd on one side for a party.
ailif kill the candidate politically," he
913.
-- Before the election. Colonel Lee urg-
el black leaders to come together for
t(!lummut Conference" and plan stra-
Vie*.
'.Since that time he says. "If a Sum-
conference had been held and stra-
tegies had been planned, perhaps more
blacks would have been on the Brock
Band wagon, if for no other rea-
son than to protect Gore from being la-
belled as the Black Man's Candidate."
Black Republicans in Shelby County
seem hopeful that more blacks will rea-
lize the need for representation in both
parties. Colonel Lee says the Lincoln
League will be reactivated, and that all
out efforts will be made to reorganize
the Republican party in Tennessee. . 1.
He stated that "prior to 1930 for a
period of 50 years any Negro in the
South who outwardly claimed he was a
Democrat would be lynched. This also
applied to whites. The South suffered un-
til 1950. Now you have two-party sys-
tem in the South."
According to a release. Clarence
Harris and Harrold C. Moore, have been
given the go ahead from Harry Well-
ford, Dr. Dunn's Campaign Manager and
former Chairman of the Republican Par-
ty in Shelby County. on accepting appli-
cations from qualified individuals for
meaningful positions. Mr. Moore said
persons interested should prepare a re-
sume and send two (2) copies to either
him of Mr. Harris at 603 South Park-
way East.
On another side of the election situ-
ation, Jesse H. Turner, CPA, vice-pres-
ident of Tri-State Bank and former
branch president of NAACP, released an
analysis of the November 3 election re-
turns in heavy black areas of Memphis
and Shelby County.
The findings deal with 31 polling
places containing 40,000 of Shelby Coun-
ty's 94,440 black voters, and 221 Polling
places with 215,300 white voters:
Governor's Race
John Jay Hoker, theunsuccessful can-
didate. received 61,400 black votes (rep-
resenting 77% of his total) and 25,400.
or 18%, of the white votes. Winfield
Dunn received only 900 black votes, rep-
resenting 1% of the total black votes
cast.
. II. S. Senate Race
Albert S. Gore, defeated in his re-elec-
tion bid. received 59,600, or 98.7% of the
black votes, representing 67% of his to-
tal votes. He received 29,700 or 21% or
the white votes cast, representing 33c:,
of his total votes. Although William
Brock, the winning candidate, received
107,600 or 77.4r, of the white votes, he
received only 800 black votes.
General
Black support for John J. Hooker and
Albert S. Gore was 'broadly based and
resounding as shown by the fact that
neither Winfield Dunn nor Willia m
Brock was able to garner as many as
50 votes in any one of the sample of 31
polling places. In the gubernatorial con-
test, 62,300 Negroes voted, representing
66% of the total of those registered to
vote. The white votes cast in that con-
test were 140,600, representing 65.3% of
the total.
A larger percentage of blacks elect-
ed to fhe top political structure of our
nation was the net result reflected in
the voting that took place in last week's
off year election.
Negroes rose in the number of Con-
geessmen from nine to 12, and the first
Puerto Rican House member was elect-
ed in New York City.
Such prestigious offices as Secretary
of State in Michigan, and the nationally
"bone of contention" post of State Di-
rection of Education in California were
won respectively by Richard H. Austin
and Dr. Wilson Riles.
In Ohio, Negro incumbent, Judge Ro-
bert M. Duncan, won unopposed elec-
tion to that states top appeals court.
In the California State Director or
Education race, Riles who was deputy
superintendent of the State Education
Department literally breezed in over his
Republican opponent, incumbent Dr.
Max Rafferty, who defeated veteran
GOP ex-U.S. Senator Thomas Ruchel in
the 1968 primary but lost in that year's
general election to present California
Senator Alan Cranston, a Democrat.
Riles campaigned not on race but
on the issues.
He attacked Dr. Rafferty categori-
cally for an incompetent administration.
Ronald V. Dellums — D, also from
Berkeley, California who was dubbed a
"black militant" during the campaign
by Vice President Spiro Agnew, won a
seat in the U.S. House.
Mrs. Myrlie Evers, widow of slain
civil rights activist Medgar Evers, was
defeated in her bid for a congressional
seat.
In Baltimore, Parran Mitchell — D
nephew of District of Columbia NAACP
chief lobbyist Clarence Mitchell, won his
congressional bid as did Chicagoan
George Collins—D.
Also in Chicago, track star Ralph
Metcalfe succeeded William Dawson, who
chose not to run again.
William Rangel, who defeated veter-
an Adam C. Powell in the primary in
New York City. captured Powell's Har-
lem Congressional seat.
Shirley Chisholm was re-elected
from New York's Bedford-Stuyvesant
area, while all other incumbent Negro
Congressmen also won re-election.
Less fortunate Basil Paterson, run-
ning mate of ex-Supreme Court Justice
Arthur Goldberg, was defeated in New
York State for the lieutenant governor-
ship.
Also losing was Hosea Williams,
Southern Christian Leadership Confe-
rence leader, who ran as a Republican
for Secretary of State in Georgia. SCLC
leader Andrew Young who sought a
Congressional seat in that state, and the
entire slate of the National Democratic
Party of Alabama. headed by Dr. John
Cashin for governor.
Of more than 300 black candidates
who ran for political office in the South
in the November 3 elections, 114 — or
more than a third of the total — won
races to give Southern blacks their
greatest gains in any campaign year
since Reconstruction, the Joint Center for
Political Studies reported.
Across the Southern United States.
black candidates were elected to such
varied positions as probate judge. school
board member, mayor, prosecutor, city
councilman, alderman, state representa-
tive, state senator and Congressman,
according to the Center, a nonpartisan
research, information and service pro-
gram co-sponsored by Howard Univer-
sity and the Metropolitan Applied Re-
search Center (MARC).
JCPS assessed the gains for t h e
South's blacks based upon data it ga-
thered in a state-by-state, post-election
survey of the voting. Information avail-
able at the center shows that black of-
fice seekers of the South, while compri-
sing almost half of all the 650 or more
black candidates in the nation's 1970
elections, scored precedent-setting victo-
ries that matched the dramatic advanc-
es the ethnic group registered at the
polls throughout the U. S. in Nevember.
Bowl Of Blues
Continued From Page 1
during the half-time program. Also to be
presented, will be an annual feature of
the Blues Bowl, a local trumpet player,
rendering the Beale Street Blues., one of
Mr. Handy first and most famous songs.
The Blues Bowl Game was started
in 1938 as a project of the Beale Street
City Poor
Continued From Page 1
the Nov. 5 joint meeting, Rev. Bell said
that it is a protest against POVERTY
in general.
The Poor People's Coalition has a list
of 25 demands which Rev. Bell said will
be released at -the gathering at the Lor-
raine Motel on Nov. 25.
Rev. Bell, whrk will be keynote
speaker at the occasion, mid "A Black
Christmas will say to all America that
It is time for us to share fairly and *id-
ly with all our people, the old and the
Young, the rich and the poor, the black
and the white. But until that day comes
America will not be beautiful, it will be
black-real black."
Elks, to provide Christmas baskets and
help for the needy during the Yule sea-
son. Proceeds of the game have enabled
the organization to average some $10,000
a year. More than $300,000 has been spent
by the Elks to aid the needy. Heavily la-
den city trucks are a familiar sight dur-
ing the Christmas season—carrying Elks
food to the needy.
The idea was conceived and activated
by Col. George W. Lee, Educational Com-
missioner of the National IBOPEW
(Elks). .
Tickets for the game may be pur-
chased at Goldsmith's Central Ticket Of-
fice, at all the Harlem Houses, at the At.
tants We Insurance Co. on Beale, at the
headquarters of the Artists and Models
Club, at 315 South Lauderdale, at Pop-
lar Tunes and at the NOM of the Blues
on Main.
Leaders of the 1970 Blues Bowl Com-
mittee include: Colonel Lee, Maurice
Hulbert Sr., and Frank Scott, co-chair-
man of the event, U. Ben L. Whitney,
chairman of the team selection com-
mittee, Mrs. Irma Stititiam, chairman
of the Weft selection committee, Nat
D. Willaims, publicity, and WM Taylor,
chairman of the ticket sales committee.
Itlek-eff Saturday night, November






Things have been gain
good recently for the Mem-
phis Pros — first they went
on a five game tear which
vaulted them into a second
place tie momentarily with
the Indiana Pacers and per-
haps the most important
thing — the Pros got a week
gf much needed reit. The
fatter was especially signifi-
cant because it allowed
time for Jimmy Jones' ankle
to heal. The Pros' star play-
maker hasn't been at full
strength since the pre-sea-
son.
Jones rein jured the foot
in a victory over the Texas
Chaparrals, playing only six
minutes. When the Pros had
their balloon pricked the
next night in Jackson, Tenn.,
by the Pittsburgh Condors to
break a five game win skein
Jimmy Jones saw only lim-
ited action. When the Pros
returned to the Mid-South
Coliseum Tuesday of this
week against the Virginia
Squires and Thursday with
the Floridians as opponents
Coach Babe McCarthy was
hopeful that Jimmy, hitting
on better than 50 per cent of
his shots with a 13.8 aver-
age, would be in top form.
Next week the Pros travel
to Denver Sunday and back
home for a return game
with the Chaparrals Wednes-
day night. Rich Jones, Mem-
phian with the Texans, ex
pects to give a better ac-
count of himself. Jones,
who led the Chaps in scor-
ing during the exhibition
games, was held to two
points and was slapped with
a technical foul which auto-
matically gets you fined
$25 in the American Basket-
ball Association. It was an
expensive homecoming.
Cotch Max Williams, wito
tutored Jones all summer in
Dallas, is very high on the
ex-Lester High grad. "Max
said he was bringing me
along too fast," was the ex-
planation Rich gave for his,
net seeing as much action of
late.
The Squires, leaders in the
Eastern Division, bolstered
their attack with the signing
of Mike Maloy before com-
ing to town. Maloy ran into
trouble with the Pittsburgh
Condors when he reported
to camp weighing 50 pounds
over his playing weight.
Maloy was an All-American
at Davidson.
Less than twenty games
into the season the ABA has
two coaching changes. Gene
Rhodes, despite guiding the
Kentucky Colonels within an
eyelash of first place in the
East, was fired and replac-
ed by Alex Groza. Frank
Ramsey. the famous sixth ,
man in the Boston Celtics
title years, was expected to
be named to take over the
reins of the Colonels. Ram-
sey seemed a bit reluctant
after the way Rhodes was
ousted. Denver announced a
day later that Joe Belmont
would be replaced by Stan
Albeck, former University et ,
Denver mentor. It is ironic
that a slow start by Denver
for the second consecutive
year led to a coaching
change. Belmont took over
last season for Johnny Mc-
Lendon, the first black pro
coach, when the Rockets
couldnt' get out of the start- •
ing blocks.
McLendon. who led Ten-
nessee State to three con-
secutive NAIA crowns in
Kansas City when Dick
"Skull" Barnett .was the
star, didn't feel he got a
fair shake. Skipping off last
spring at LeMoyne-Owercs
banquet the likeable Johnny,
Mac pointed out that most
of the Rockets' early games
were away.
Noted for his conditioning
programs which are copied,
by many, McClendon ad-
mitted that there were some
negative reactions to his
training requirements. Mc-
Lendon, who was instrumen-
tal in getting Spencer Hay
wood to sign with Denver
was very let down that much
of the opposition to him
came from black players oni
the squad. McLendon isi
presently a consultant with





last week that the 31st an-
nual Blues Bowl Game will
pit South Side and Lester
for the November Mk char-
ity spectacle Saturday after-
noon in Crump Stadium.
Both teams have appeared
once before in the state's
oldest Post-season bowl.
Lester, 7-2 runner-up in the
)IIAA American Conference,
was beaten 52-14 last year
by Melissa while the Scrap-
p Byrne
two years ago in the gage
which haws the great W.C.
Handy. the proceeds are
used to buy food for the
needy at Christmas. South
Side finished with an $4
nand.
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Age__ Marital Status _  
Signature of Conte$tant
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
Matthew Alexander Henson (1866-1955)
The first man to set foot
on the top of the world.
The signs of a true adventurer showed
up early in the life of Matthew Henson.
At the ripe old age of thirteen, Henson
shipped out as cabin boy on a schooner
bound for China.
When he returned to Washington,
D. C., he met the man who helped make
him famous.The then Lt. Robert E. Peary
discovered Matt Henson working in a
Washington hat shop. Peary was im-
mediately impressed by Henson, and he
invited the young man to join a canal-
surveying expedition to Nicaragua. Hen-
son accepted.
Under Peary's tutelage, Matt Henson
became an able navigator, adept at cal-
culating distances and plotting charts. A
short time later, Peary began his re-
nowned arctic expeditions to locate the
North Pole, and Henson accompanied
the admiral on all seven trips.
On the final trip. Peary lay drained
from exhaustion and crippled by frost-
bite. Someone had to make the last dash
to the Pole, and fast, since a number of
nations were vying for the claim.
Matt Henson was the man. Trudging
the. last painful miles, recording obser-
vations and calculating a true course,
Matthew Alexander Henson became the
first man to locate and stand on the
North Pole. Peary arrived forty-five min-
utes later, and, together, the men planted
the American flag.
No longer was Matt Henson an ob-
scure adventurer. He was given a Con-
gressional Medal, life membership in the
Explorers' Club, a commendation from
the President, a Master of Science degree
by Morgan State College, and numerous
medals and plaques from civic organiza-
tions.
April 6, 1959, the 50th anniversary of
the discovery of the North Pole, was
proclaimed by the governor of Mary-
land as Matthew Alexander Henson
Day. Fitting tribute to the first man ever
to stand on the top of the world.
OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURDON WITICKFY
as PROOF THE OLD TAYLOR DISTIUARY Co. FRANKFORT 6. LOUISVILLE, KY.
Urban League dinner honorsmayors Offers pants
NEW YORK — The Na-
tional Urban League will
give awards to eigh Black'
Mayors representing over 50
Black Mayors in the country,
at (its annual Equal
Opportunity Day dinner be-
ing held this year in the New
York Hilton's Grand Ball-
room on November 19th.
In a non-partisan, non-poli-
tical spirit of Black and
white coalition and unity, the
1970 Awards recognize the
importance of Black political
leadership as an American
strategy for the 70's, mov-
ing America's minorities
towards their rightful goal
of equal opportunity for all.
Predominantly from larger
urban areas in the United
States, the Mayors symboli-
cally receiving the Awards
are: Kenneth A. Gibson of
Newark, New Jersey; Rich-
ard G. Hatcher of Gary. In-
diana; Carl B. Stokes of
Cleveland. Ohio: James H.
McGee of Dayton, 0 h i 0:
Walter E. Washington of
Washington, D. C. Howard
N. Lee of Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: A. Price Woodard
Jr. of Wichita. Kansas; and
Charles Evers of Fayette,
Mississippi, a national fig-
ure though not Mayor of a
large urban area.
Mayor John V. Lindsay
will officially welcome the
Mayors on behalf of the peo-
ple of New York. Convening,
for the first time to accept'
such awards. the Mayors i
will appear before a cross-
section of the community —
Loyalette Charity Club
come-As-you•Are Soul Party
Sat.. Nov. 21 at 8:00 P.M.
at the home or
Mr 8. Mrs. Jimmie Johnson
1916 Netherwood
Free Prize will be given to
some Lucky Person.
Mrs. Minnie Lee Allen. PreS.
Mrs. Bestirs Young, Secretary
Mrs. Jimmie Johnson, Reporter
WOULD LIKE TO PUR-
CHASE A DOG HOUSE FOR
LARGE DOG.
CALL AFTER 6 P. M.















E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.
1. I Can't Get Next To You
Al Green
2. Heaven Help Us All
itevce Won jer
3. Chains & Thangs
8. B. King
4. Sweet Woman's Love
Greater Davis






8. Moving Too Fast
Nightingales
9. Take This Woman Off
This Street James Spencer





Boss Ugly Bob-Record Shop
726 McL emu, e
At Mississippi Blvd.1 ,1V1'..11 tel ii
I NI'
Bert I. r r
SACRAMENTO, Calif. —
(UPI) — A pair of Clark
Cable's pants were being
offered for sale Wednesday
in the interest of religion.
Miss Dolly Mailer said
the Khaki pants are part Of
a garage sale being conduct-i
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an anticipated 1800 persons
representing civic and com-
munity leaders, corporation
heads. grassroots organiza-
tions, non-school youth and
students
Richard J. Schwartz. Na-
tional Urban League Board
Member and Chairman and
President of Jonathan Lo-
gan, will be this year's din-
ner chai an. James A. Li-
nen, P esident of the
League a d Chairman of the
Execut ve Committee
of Time In( will present the
Awards.
Last year Equal Oppot.
tunity Day Awards went tco
former Chief Justice Earl]
Warren "for great and his-,
toric contributions to thei
cause of human rights,"'
and — as a special achieve-
ment award — to Maurice
W. Lee, Sr. of Boley, Okla-
homa a Black businessman
who almost singlehandedly
salvaged the economy of
his all-Black home town.
The League. whose Execu-
tive Director is Whitney M.
Young, Jr., established the
Awards in 1957 to commem-
orate the anniversary of Lin-
coln's immortal rededication
at Gettysburg to the propo-
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Each year since, t b e
Award has been yen to
outstanding citiz
ganizations who in the o
-ion of the Boa of Truste
represent significant co
butions to the realization of
the Urban League's goal of
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NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME!
• HOME BUYING • NEW JOBS • RUMMAGE SALES
• HOME SE • NEW CARSLLING • HOME IMPROVEMENTS
For Quick Results CALL: 526-8397
For
"ACTION
ADS"
